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COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY IN 

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY OF AUSTRALIA AND TURKEY 

SUMMARY 

The construction industry is prone to many hazards and accident potential. 

Construction materials, machinery, tools, tasks and handling skills all come with their 

own risks. Occupational safety and health tries to protect the health, safety and welfare 

of people engaged in workplaces. Accidents could been avoided mostly by 

implementing health and safety laws and regulations ensuring those protocols are 

continuously maintained. Comparison occupational health and safety laws and 

statistics of different countries may causes to specifying the weakness points and 

promote the legislations. 

Construction industry has experienced some changes due to the new technologies in 

this century. With the help of technology like machinery and new materials, time-

consuming tasks are done earlier. This issue leads to building the projects that was a 

dream in the past. Technology and machinery lead to have more complex work 

environments, that is why they needs more caution and proper controlling systems.  

Work related accidents are cause of too many injuries and fatalities that could be 

reduced by proper Occupational health and safety strategies and legislations. Since 

Turkey has changed its OHS law recently and tries to update its OHS legislation 

compatible with European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, it is better to 

compare with a country from outside of European Union for highlighting the weakness 

and strength points of its new OHS legislation. Australia is a sample of successful 

country in term of occupational health and safety not only between English speaking 

countries but also worldwide. 

Comparison of occupational health and safety in construction industry between Turkey 

and Australia, which are from different continents with strong economy and 

construction industry, could be attractive. 

In the path of this comparison studding general position of construction industry, 

occupational health and safety history and statistical investigation of the countries 

could be helpful for having a general view about OHS statues in both countries. 

Legislations generally consist of laws, regulations and codes thus the comparison of 

OHS legislations should contain these sequences. The comparison of OHS commences 

with main OHS laws and ends by OHS codes in this study. 

Since responsibility, duty of duty holders and inspection are the key principles of all 

OHS laws, which have a great influence on the effectiveness and efficacy of them, it 

would be better to study them in separate parts. Proper and comprehensive defining of 

duties could be a preventive measure to provide health and safety of workers. 

Inspection is a monitoring and supporting tool and one of the undeniable elements of 

the laws. 
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Studding the codes and regulation about the causes of frequent injuries and also 

hazardous  tasks and processes of construction industries like falls, excavation work, 

demolition work, asbestos, hazardous manual tasks, welding processes, scaffolding 

work, framework and falls work, vibration, noise, construction plants and equipment 

is another tool of comparison. 

Comparison of the legislations from the view of health and safety management 

principal components, which are recommended by other studies, OHS standards and 

organizations, could be a helpful way to avoid limited research. 

Based on comparisons between Turkish and Australian OHS legislations without the 

consideration of the content, the size of Australian law is considerably more than 

Turkey at first glance. In spite of having similarities between the Turkish and 

Australian OHS laws, Australian legislation have studied these similar parts more 

carefully. Australians follow a specific policy and style in preparation of their 

legislation. They paid more attention to the introduction and definition part, which 

leads to have law that is more comprehensive and avoided repetition. Australian law 

mentions to some issues, which have paid less attention or avoided in Turkish laws. 

Although Turkish legislation have been revised recently and have many new features 

and concepts, the concentration of the law in some cases is insufficient. The 

comparison of OHS statistics and legislations confirms that Turkey should pass some 

steps to reach international standards while this path is too shorter for Australians. 
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AVUSTRALYA VE TÜRKİYE DE İNŞAAT SEKTÖRÜNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE 

GÜVENLIĞİNİN KARŞILAŞTIRMASI 

ÖZET 

İnşaat sektörü birçok tehlike ve kaza potansiyeline eğilimlidir. İnşaat malzemeleri, 

makinalar, aletler ve bunların kullanımları gibi birçok parametre risk unsuru içerir. İşçi 

sağlığı ve iş güvenliği işyerlerinde çalışan insanların sağlık, güvenlik ve refahını 

korumaya çalışır. Kazalar, iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasaları ve yönetmelikleri 

uygulanarak önlenebilir. Farklı ülkelerin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasa ve istatistiklerinin 

karşılaştırılması zayıflık noktaların belirtilmesine ve mevzuatların iyileştirmesine 

neden olabilir. 

İnşaat sektörü ve onun beraber işlediği diğer sektörler çok fazla insan gücüne dayalı 

sektörlerdir. Mühendisler, işçiler, yöneticiler ve operatörler bu endüstrinin ayrılmaz ve 

vazgeçilmez bileşenleridir bu yüzdendir ki, iş sağlığı ve güvenliği dikkate alınması 

gereken önemli bir olgudur. Bu sektör gelişen teknoloji ile beraber bazı değişikliklere 

maruz kaldı. Makinalar ve yeni malzemeler gibi bazı yeniliklerle uzun süreler 

harcayan işler çok daha kısa sürede yapılabilmektedir. Teknoloji ve makineleşme 

sayesinde iş yerleri daha karmaşık ve hassas duruma gelmiştir, bu yüzden daha uygun 

kontrol sistemlerine ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. 

Uygun bir İş Sağlığı ve Güvenliği stratejisi ve mevzuatı yaralanmalara ve ölümlere yol 

açan kazaları azaltır. Türkiye Cumhuriyeti İş Sağlığı ve Güvenliği kanununu 

değiştirmektedir. İş Sağlığı ve Güvenliği mevzuatı Avrupa İşyerinde Sağlık ve 

Güvenlik Ajansı ile bağdaşan bir şekilde güncellemeye çalışmaktadır. Bu yüzden zayıf 

ve kuvvetli noktalarının ortaya çıkıp, vurgulanması için Avrupa Birliği dışından bir 

ülke ile karşılaştırmak daha iyi olacaktır. Avustralya sadece İngilizce konuşan ülkeler 

arasında değil tüm dünya çapında iş sağlığı ve güvenliğinde başarılı bir ülke örneğidir. 

Her konuda başarı ve gelişim için en iyi yollardan birisi, başarılı olanların izinden 

gitmek ve bu yöntemi kendilerine onlar gibi uyarlamaktır. Kültür, ekonomi, sanayi ve 

bürokratik farklılıklarından dolayı bir diğer ülkenin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği 

mevzuatlarını kendi ülkenize direkt uyarlamak mümkün değildir. İki ülkenin 

kıyaslanabilmesi için bu bahsedilen durumların birbirleriyle yakınlık ve benzerlik 

göstermesi gerekmektedir. İki ülkenin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği mevzuatlarının ve 

istatistiklerinin kıyaslanması; zayıf noktalarının belirlenmesi ve yasaların 

iyileştirilmesini sağlar. 

Avustralya’nın iş sağlığı ve güvenliği kanunu, İngiliz mevzuatlarını temel almıştır. Bu 

durum, ölüm oranlarının azalmasına ve yasaların günden güne daha iyi oturmasını 

sağlamıştır. 

Avustralya, Anglosakson ülkelerin arasında en az ölüm oranına sahip ikinci ülkedir. 

Avustralya, diğer Avrupa ülkeleriyle kıyaslandığında daha geç geliştiğinden, 

Türkiye’nin ekonomisine yakındır. 
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Güneydoğu Asya ülkelerine yakın olan Avustralya’nın göçmen yüzdesi, nüfusuna 

göre fazladır. Bu yüzden, kültürel durumu diğer Avrupa ülkeleriyle kıyasladığımızda 

Türkiye’ye daha yakındır. 

İşçi sağlığı ve güvenliği, İngiltere’nin başlattığı ve diğer Avrupa ülkelerinin devam 

ettirdiği sanayi devriminden sonra daha önemli hale gelmiştir. O dönemlerde 

makineleşmenin başlamasıyla birlikte yaralanma ve ölüm sayısı artmıştır. Sanayi 

devriminden sonra, İş sağlığı ve güvenliği mevzuat ve yasalarının; önemi ve 

gereksinimi işçileri zararlardan ve risklerden korumak için vazgeçilmez bir hale 

gelmiştir. 

Güçlü ekonomisi ve inşaat sektörü ile farklı kıtalarda yer alan Türkiye ve Avustralya 

arasındaki inşaat sektöründe İş Sağlığı ve Güvenliği karşılaştırılması özellikle 

yüklenici inşaat firmaları açısından ilginç ve çekici olacaktır. Zira Avustralya bu 

konuda dünyada önde gelen ülkelerden birisi olup, Türkiye gibi kötü istatistiklere 

sahip bir ülke ile kıyaslanması, bu konuda çalışan profesyonellere yol gösterecektir.   

Bu karşılaştırmayı yaparken, inşaat sektörünün genel konumu, işçi sağlığı ve iş 

güvenliği geçmişi ve ülkelerin istatistiksel incelemeleri her iki ülkede ki işçi sağlığı ve 

iş güvenliğinin durumuna genel bir bakış açısı edinmemize yardımcı olur. 

Mevzuatlar genellikle kanunlar, tüzükler ve yönetmeliklerden oluşmakta olup, işçi 

sağlığı ve iş güvenliği mevzuatlarının karşılaştırılması bu çerçevede ele alınmalıdır. 

Bu çalışmada, iş sağlığı ve güvenliği karşılaştırması temel yasalar ile başlar ve 

yönetmelikler ile biter.  

Sorumluluk ve denetim, tüm iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasalarının etkinliği ve yararlılığı 

üzerinde büyük etkisi olan temel ilkelerdir ve ayrı parçalar halinde incelenmelidir. 

Görevlerin doğru ve kapsamlı tanımlaması, çalışanların sağlığını ve güvenliğini 

sağlamak için önlem olabilir. Denetim, izleyen ve destekleyen bir araçtır ve yasaların 

inkâr edilemez unsurlardan birisidir.  

Sıklıkla yaralanmaya sebep olan olaylar, tehlikeli işler ve düşme, kazı çalışmaları, 

yıkım çalışmaları, asbestle çalışma, tehlikeli inşaat işleri, kaynak işleri, iskele işleri, 

kalıp işleri, titreşim, gürültü, iş makinelerinin kullanımı gibi inşaatın süreçleri için de 

uygulanan tüzük ve yönetmelikler bu karşılaştırmada yer alacaktır. 

Diğer çalışmalar, işçi sağlığı ve iş güvenliği standartları ve kuruluşlar tarafından 

önerilen sağlık ve güvenlik yönetim temel bileşenleri bakımından mevzuatların 

karşılaştırılması da sınırlı incelemeyi önlemek için yararlı bir yol olmuştur.  

Türkiye’nin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasalarının yeni versiyonu; Avrupa Birliği ve 

Uluslararası Standartlara uyum kapsamında birçok yeni, geliştirilmiş özellik ve 

içeriklerle yeni yayınlanmıştır. Bu yeni özelliklerden bazıları; “daha çok kapsama 

sahip olması; daha çok önleyici olması; iş güvenliği uzmanı ve işyeri hekiminin işe 

alınması; eğitimsel seminer ve riskler hakkında bilgilendirme; çalışanların 

temsilcisinin belirlenmesi; acil durum planın hazırlanması; yangın söndürme ve 

ilkyardım hazırlığı; işçinin iş bırakma hakkı; güvenlik raporu ve ciddi kazaları 

engelleme belgesi”. Bunlar, yeni iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasasına çok yardımcı ve 

geliştirici maddelerdir. 

Bu araştırmayla birlikte, Avustralya ve Türkiye’nin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği 

mevzuatlarının iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yönetim çalışmalarının bileşenleri gözüyle 

bakıldığında; her iki ülkenin de kendi iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasalarında bu önemli 

prensipleri içerdiği ve bu noktalara değindiği görülmüştür. 
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Aslında, Avustralya ve Türkiye’nin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği mevzuatları birçok benzer 

özellik barındırmasına rağmen, Avustralya’nın mevzuatında belli bölümler daha 

dikkatli hazırlanmıştır. 

Avustralyalılar, kendi iş sağlığı ve güvenliği kanunlarını hazırlarken belli bir politika 

ve şekli takip etmişlerdir ve bu kanunu kullananlara ve mühendislere yeni bir vizyon 

vermişlerdir. Avustralyalılar, bu mevzuat hazırlanırken bilgilendirme ve tanımlama 

kısımlarında daha dikkatli ve hassas davranmışlardır. Buna ek olarak; esas konuya 

girmeden önce, her bölümde belli terimlerin tanımlanması, bu yasanın daha iyi 

anlaşılmasına ve okuyucunun üzerine daha iyi odaklanmasını sağlamıştır. Yukarıda 

bahsettiğimiz özellik, Avustralya’nın iş sağlığı ve güvenliği mevzuatının birçok 

maddelerinde kendini belli etmektedir. Ek olarak, Avustralya’nın yasası belli olgulara 

işaret etmektedir. Bu durumlara, Türkiye’nin mevzuatında daha az değinilmiş ve 

bahsedilmesinden kaçınılmıştır. 

Türkiye’nin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği mevzuatı; çok sınırlı kısımlarda, çok uzun ve 

kapsamlı olması gereken şeylere değinmeye çalışmıştır. 

Türk iş sağlığı ve güvenliği yasasının en önemli eksiklerinden bir tanesi, içerik 

tablosunun ve düzgün bir sınıflandırmasının olmamasıdır. Bu kanunun bazı 

kısımlarının daha küçük parçalara bölünmesi, daha iyi anlaşılması açısından daha 

faydalı olacaktır. Bu sorunların oluşmasının temel sebebi, maddelerin az olmasına 

bağlı olarak farklı bölüm başlıklarınında birleştirilerek yayınlamış olmasıdır. 

Mevzuatlarda ki belirsiz durumları çözen ve daha çok bilgi veren kısımlar 

yönetmeliklerdir. Bu yönetmelikler tıpkı bir el kitabı gibi kullanıcılarına vizyon 

sağlamalı, sebepleri ve riskleri açıklamalıdırlar. Bunların mevzuattan daha fazla bilgi 

vermesi ve insanları daha teknik olarak bilgilendirmesi gerekmektedir. 

Yönetmeliklerden bahsedecek olursak; Türkiye’nin bazı yönetmelikleri, bazı konuları 

ya hiç anlatmamış ya da o kadar az anlatmış ki anlatmış olarak sayılması çok zordur. 

Ayrıca, Türk iş güvenliği ve sağlığı mevzuatının uygun, her yönetmelik için aynı, iyi 

sınıflandırmış, iyi tablolandırılmış, her bölüme geçmeden önce bilgilendiren, detaylı 

bir kontrol listesi sunan ve görsel araçlara sahip olan bir yasa haline getirilmesi 

gerekmektedir. 

Türk iş sağlığı ve güvenliği mevzuatındaki tüzük eksikliğinden dolayı, kanun ve 

yönetmelikler tam olarak bağlanamamakta ve koordineli çalışamamaktadırlar. 

Türkiye’nin mevzuatının uygulanmasında şu an için bazı belirsizlikler mevcuttur. 

Türkiye’de bu konuyla ilgili uygun bir tüzük hazırlanmasıyla birlikte bu sorunlar 

aşılabilir. 

İlk bakışta, içeriği göz önüne almadan, Türkiye ve Avustralya işçi sağlığı ve iş 

güvenliği mevzuatının kapsamları arasında büyük bir fark bulunmaktadır. Türkiye ve 

Avustralya, işçi sağlığı ve iş güvenliği yasaları açısında benzerliğe sahip olmasına 

rağmen, Avustralya mevzuatında bu benzer parçalar daha dikkatli çalışılmıştır. 

Avustralyalılar mevzuatın hazırlanmasında belirli bir politika ve tarz izlemişlerdir. 

Avustralya’nın yasalarında tanımlama ve açıklama kısımları daha dikkatli ve düzenli 

hazırlanmıştır ve bu özellik aynı konuların tekrarlamasını önleyerek daha kapsamlı bir 

yasanın oluşturulmasına yol açmıştır. Avustralya yasaları, Türk kanunlarında daha az 

dikkate alınan veya kaçınılan konulardan da bahsetmektedir. Türkiye’nin yeni iş 

sağlığı ve güvenliği yasası, birçok yeni özellikleri ve kavramları kapsadığı halde bazı 

konularda yetersizdir. Avustralya ve Türkiye’nin iş sağlığı ve güvenliği istatistikleri 

ve mevzuatları karşılaştırıldığında, Türkiye'nin uluslararası standartlara ulaşmak için 
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bazı aşamaları geçmesi gerektiği gözükmektedir ancak bu iş Avustralyalılar için çok 

daha kolaydır. Bu tez çalışmasının Türkiye'deki mevzuat üzerine yapılacak 

çalışmaların yanısıra, uygulamacılara yararlı olduğu düşünülmektedir.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

According to the new estimates, more than 2.3 million people die every year because 

of fatal occupational accidents or work-related diseases. This means that every day 

approximately 7,000 people die from these causes. Also, more than 960,000 workers 

a day get hurt at work. Over a 10-year period, both occupational accidents and fatal 

work-related diseases have increased (Hämäläinen, et al., 2009). 

Much effort has been made to reduce the rate of industrial accidents, mainly through 

technical solutions, rules, and regulation (Törner & Pousette, 2009). 

Health and safety is one of the basic elements of all industries to consider and 

Construction industry is not an exception. Occupational safety and health tries to 

protect the health, safety and welfare of people engaged in workplaces. The goals of 

OHS programs is providing safe and healthy workplace. In fact, health and safety 

needs to be the first thing to consider in every aspect of construction all the times. The 

construction industry is prone to many hazards and accident potential. Construction 

materials, machinery, tools, tasks and handling skills all come with their own risks. 

The main cause of death or serious injury on construction sites include falls, clashes 

with site vehicles, collapsing materials. 

Construction industry has experienced some changes due to the new technologies in 

this century. With the help of technology like machinery and new materials, time-

consuming tasks are done earlier. This issue leads to building the projects that was a 

dream in the past. Technology and machinery lead to have more complex work 

environments, that is why they needs more caution and proper controlling systems.  

The construction industry with the related sectors always consist of too many human 

based works thus labour force like workers, engineers, managers and operators  which 

are undeniable parts of this industry and there health and safety is an important issue 

to care. 

Accidents can be avoided mostly by implementing health and safety laws ensuring 

those protocols are continuously maintained. 
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A major contemporary problem in legislating for occupational safety and health, how 

to adapt the law to the everchanging industrial, social and technological scene, has 

preoccupied both the Commission of the European Communities and the Government 

of the UK for some years. The main reasons for change in safety legislation stem from 

developments in the fields of (i) technology, (ii) administration and (iii) society. They 

are: 

(i) Technological, comprising new hazards (e.g. genetic engineering, robotics), the 

elimination of old hazards (e.g. the replacement of asbestos with other materials), and 

new methods of dealing with old hazards (e.g. the replacement of mechanical machine 

guards by electronic ones); also improved knowledge about old and new hazards. 

(ii) Administrative, including changes in the size and nature of areas of management 

responsibilities, workforces, contractors and so on. 

(iii) Social, concerning workpeople’s increased expectations (e.g. higher standards of 

safety; refusal to accept instructions unquestioningly or work needing great physical 

exertion) (Eisner, 1995). 

There is simply no excuse for thoughtlessness when it comes to health and safety in 

construction. Poorly implemented health and safety techniques, design and 

management can result in accidents, illness and even death. 

Considering the importance of maintaining health and safety standards on construction 

projects in Turkey, strict legislation and regulations have been put in place. However, 

it does not necessarily mean that is enough since we still face with many accidents due 

to the statistical reports. 

In this research by contemporary comparing of two countries in the terms of health 

and safety, we will gain better perspective of the position and situation of the health 

and safety in both countries. 

1.1. General View about Occupational Health and Safety 

Attention has been given to occupational accidents in many countries for over 100 

years. For the most part industrialized countries have introduced different laws and 

regulations for the prevention of occupational accidents and work-related diseases; and 

the number of occupational accidents has been followed up. In recent decades, 

countries and companies have been increasingly interested in occupational accidents, 
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at least partly because of the cost of accidents. The International Labour Organization 

(ILO) estimated that the total costs of occupational accidents and work-related diseases 

are 4% of the gross national product. The total GNP of the world was approximately 

34 trillion USD in 2003, which means that worldwide the annual cost of work-related 

injuries and diseases is approximately 1.36 trillion USD. (Hämäläinen, et al., 2009). 

Table 1.1 demonstrates fatal incidence rates in construction industry of some certain 

countries from 1992 to 2000. 

Table 1.1: Fatal incidence rates in construction industry of some certain countries 

1992-2000 per 100,000 person (Mungen & Gurcanli, 2004; ILO, 2013). 

Country 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Average 

Australia 15 18 17 15 13 11.7 6.4 8 7 12.3 

United Kingdom 7.8 8.9 6.8 8 7.4 5.7 4.4 5.7 6.4 6.8 

Denmark 5 6 10 11 8 8 9 6 8 7.9 

Germany 15.7 17.4 11.7 9.6 8.5 7.9 7.5 7.2 6.3 10.2 

Switzerland 13 11.2 10.5 9.5 12.2 13.2 8 7.8 6.9 10.3 

Poland 12.3 14.2 14.2 13.6 13 19.5 14.3 N/A 17 14.8 

Hungary 41 43 15.4 13.3 14.7 16.4 17 18.6 22.4 16.8 

France 24 22.3 18.6 16.6 19 16.7 15.9 13.9 N/A 18.4 

USA 14 14 15 15 14 14 14 15 14 14.3 

Egypt 26 22 31 34 30 18 17 18 15 23.4 

Italy 32 25 26 25 23 23 24 22 20 24 

Spain 28 29 30.8 31.4 29.9 31.3 27.4 25.6 22.9 28.5 

Turkey 103.5 80.5 54.4 40.8 66.9 50.3 41.2 38 48.6 58.3 

In the last few years as a result of the increase in the studies of Occupational Safety 

and Health (OSH) over the country (Turkey), there has been a considerable decrease 

in the number of occupational accidents. However, when compared to the developed 
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countries, it is evident that Turkey is not at a good position in terms of job safety, the 

number of occupational accidents and death events (Ceylan, 2011) 

According to Table 1.1 United kingdom has the lowest average fatal incident rate in 

construction industry in studies period and it is one of the best performing countries of 

the world. The Occupational health and safety was getting more important after 

industrial revolution which is started form United Kingdom and latter in other 

European countries. By using machinery, the number of injuries and fatalities were 

rising in that decade. The importance and need of OHS legislations and regulations for 

preventing workers from different types of risks and hazards are undeniable after 

industrial revolution. Although using machinery for different demands has higher 

productivity, some serious risks and hazards were occurred by this industrial 

development. 

The United Kingdom has over 200 years of experience of regulation and regulatory 

inspection of OHS. The inspectorate is the oldest in the world, originating as a 

requirement of the 1833 Factory Act. It also has a longstanding occupational insurance 

system dating back to the Workmen’s Compensation Act 1897. The current system 

covers those paying income tax (with the exception of the self-employed, who have a 

voluntary scheme). Victims also have the right to sue under civil law. In addition, 

employers have a duty to insure themselves against occupational injuries’ liability. 

The Robens Report (1972) led to the HSW (Health and Safety at Work) Act (1974). 

This statute remains in force and provides a framework of process-based regulatory 

standards in which duty-holders’ responsibilities are generally defined. It introduced 

the United Kingdom’s goal setting approach and so represented a significant shift from 

prescriptive to process-based regulation (Walters & Wadsworth, 2013). 

The UK is the home of the “Anglo-Saxon model” that focuses on the principles of 

liberalisation, the free market, common-law relating to property, and low taxation and 

regulation. The British were the first in the world to enter the Industrial Revolution 

and, like most industrialising countries at the time, initially concentrated on heavy 

industries such as shipbuilding, coal mining, steel production and textiles. The UK is 

a leading trading power and financial center, is a member of the Group of Eight (G8), 

and is a highly developed country, with the fifth largest economy in the world and 

second largest in Europe after Germany (Kendall, 2006). 

https://www.google.com.tr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CCMQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hse.gov.uk%2Flegislation%2Fhswa.htm&ei=6On4UqXuMarX7AbhiYHABg&usg=AFQjCNH1QLiop-Vu22wh3cDtO04Lr6lhbA&bvm=bv.60983673,d.ZGU
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Angola-Saxon model countries are  English-speaking countries such as the United 

Kingdom, the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia and Ireland. According 

to Table 1.1 and figure 1.1, United Kingdom has the lowest fatality rate not only in 

European region but also among mentioned English-speaking countries. Figure 1.1 

demonstrates the fatal incidence rates in construction industry of Angola-Saxon model 

countries. Unfortunately, there is not any information about New Zealand in ILO 

LABORSTA. 

 

Figure 1.1: Fatal incidence rates in construction industry of Angola-Saxon model 

countries 2000-2008 per 100,000 person (ILO, 2013). 

The industrial revolution that took place in the United Kingdom (UK) between 1760 

and 1830 lead to profound social change, with rapid urbanization associated with 

squalid living conditions and epidemics of infectious diseases. The next 150 yr or so 

saw the introduction of many specific acts of health and safety legislation. In 1974 new 

overarching primary legislation was introduced that would produce a step change in 

the evolution of health and safety enforcement. In 2004, a new strategy was launched 

designed to promote a vision embedding health and safety as a cornerstone of a 

civilized society and to achieve a record of workplace health and safety that leads the 

world. Good progress in controlling many safety hazards and improving occupational 

hygiene has been made. There has been a fall in numbers of a wide range of injuries 

and diseases or illnesses since 2000. The challenge will be to maintain these favourable 

trends and prepare for new and emerging diseases at a time when resources are 
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diminishing. The importance of occupational health within the UK health and safety 

strategy has been recognized over the last decade. Occupational health is developing 

a new paradigm which combines classical health risk management with assessment of 

workability, rehabilitation back to work and promotion of health and wellbeing. There 

is an increasing recognition that being in supported employment is good for health and 

reduces health inequalities (HARRISON, 2012). 

According to figure 1.1, in the Angola-Saxon model group second lowest amount of 

fatal incidence rate (with a little difference in comparison with United Kingdom) in 

construction industry relates to Australia from 2000 to 2008. 

One of the best ways leads to success and improvement in any issue is studding the 

other’s success path and trying to adopt with their criteria. Copying of other countries’ 

OHS models and legislations directly is imposable because of major differences like 

culture, economy, industry, governmental bases. In this comparison, the countries’ 

mentioned conditions should close to each other and they should have some 

similarities. 

There is no hesitation that the United Kingdom is one of the world’s leaders in 

Occupational health and safety issue, but it could not be a good choice for comparing 

with Turkish OHS. First of all United Kingdom is the origin of the industry of the 

world, where the industrial revolution started from, and it is a high-developed country. 

On the other hand, Turkey is a developing country that may better not to compare with 

high-developed countries. Secondly, one of the other factors, which has a direct impact 

on OHS systems and legislations, is safety culture factor.  

The term safety culture can be traced back to the Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986. 

At that time, a poor safety culture was identified as a contributing factor to the disaster 

(International Atomic Energy Agency, 1986). Since then, safety culture has increased 

in popularity, and its poor implementation has been highlighted as the key source of 

major accidents (Cox & Flin, 1998; Health and Safety Executive, 2005). Safety culture 

has been defined in a variety of ways. The Confederation of British Industry (1990) 

defined safety culture as the ideas and beliefs that all members of the organization 

share about risk, accidents, and ill health. The Advisory Committee on the Safety of 

Nuclear Installations defined safety culture as the product of individual and group 

values, attitudes, perceptions, competencies, and patterns of behavior that determines 
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the commitment to, and proficiency of, an organization’s health and safety 

management (Zou, 2011). 

Table 1.2 demonstrates some safety culture definitions of different studies. 

Table 1.2: Selected Safety Culture Definitions ( Choudhry, et al., 2007). 

Reference Definition of safety culture 

(Hale, 2000) 

 

Safety culture refers to “the attitudes, beliefs and 

perceptions shared by natural groups as defining 

norms and values, which determine how they act and 

react in relation to risks and risk control systems.” 

(Guldenmund , 2000) 

Safety culture is defined as those aspects of the 

organizational culture that will impact on attitudes 

and behavior related to increasing or decreasing risk. 

(Cooper, 2000) 

Culture is “the product of multiple goal-directed 

interactions between people (psychological), jobs 

(behavioral) and the organization (situational); while 

safety culture is ‘that observable degree of effort by 

which all organizational members direct their 

attention and actions toward improving safety on a 

daily basis.” 

(Mohamed, 2003) 

Safety culture is a subfacet of organizational culture 

that affects workers’ attitudes and behavior in relation 

to an organization’s on going safety performance. 

Construction safety culture can thus be defined as an assembly of individual and group 

beliefs, norms, attitudes, and technical practices that are concerned with minimizing 

risks and exposure of workers and the public to unsafe acts and conditions in the 

construction environment.  

A good safety culture has the following characteristics: (Ostrom, et al., 1993) 

• The value of and belief in occupational safety are deeply and widely shared 

within the organization. 

• Workers have particular patterns of attitudes and beliefs regarding safety 

practices. 

• Workers might be alert for unexpected changes and ask for help when they 

encounter an unfamiliar hazard. 
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• Workers seek and use available information that improves safety performance. 

• The organization has a safety management system in place, and this system is 

applied to practice and reviewed regularly. 

• The organization encourages and rewards individuals who call attention to safety 

problems and who are innovative in finding ways to locate and assess hazards; 

and 

• The organization has systematic mechanisms to gather safety-related 

information, measure safety performance, and bring people together to learn how 

to work more safely (Zou, 2011). 

Since United Kingdom and some other countries are located in Europe for matching 

the safety culture it would be better to select a country from Anglo-Saxon model 

countries outside of this region. Between Canada, United States and Australia and New 

Zealand the best choice is Australia. 

As some reason for selecting Australia this issues could be mentioned: 

1. Since Turkey has changed its OHS law recently and tries to update its OHS 

legislation compatible with European Agency for Safety and Health at Work it 

is better to compare with a country from outside of European Union for 

highlighting the weakness and strength points of its new OHS legislation.  

2. According to Table 1.1, Australia is the second country in the term of lowest 

amount of fatal incidence rate. 

3. Australia has been developed later than European countries and its economic 

conditions is closer to Turkish economy (According to Figure 1.2). Economy 

is one of the main factors of countries to invest and provide budget for specific 

demands, projects and strategies. The GDP of the countries are close to each 

other up to 2010. Australia and Turkey are 12th and 17th largest economy 

respectively while the United Kingdom is fifth  (The World bank, 2013). 

4.  Australia is near Southeastern Asia and has high amount of migrant percentage 

of total population that is about 28 % by 2013. The same value for United 

Kingdom and all Europe countries (mean) are 9.8 and 12.4 respectively (United 

Nations, 2013). Its cultural condition is closer to Turkey than United Kingdom. 

5. Australian OHS law is based on British legislations and it was successful about 

decreasing the fatality rates and settlement of proper OHS legislation in recent 

decade.  
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1.2. General Information about Australia and Turkey 

As a first glance Turkey is 17th largest economy of the world in 2012 with the 789.257 

billion dollars of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and ranked as 76th country of the 

world by the GDP per capita (with amount of 18.190 dollars) with a population about 

74 million(18th of world) (The World bank, 2013). 

Turkey's largely free-market economy is mainly working by its industry and service 

sectors, although its traditional agriculture sector still accounts for about 25% of 

employment. An aggressive privatization program has reduced state involvement in 

basic industry, banking, transport, and communication, and an emerging cadre of 

middle-class is adding dynamism to the economy and expanding production beyond 

the traditional textiles and clothing sectors. The automotive, construction, and 

electronics industries, are rising in importance and have surpassed textiles within 

Turkey's export mix (Nee, 2013). 

The other side of this comparison is Australia. It is the world's 12th largest economy 

(with a GDP of 1.520 trillion dollars) and has the 24th highest per capita GDP at 43,042 

dollars with a population around 22.68 million (51th of world) (The World bank, 

2013). 

Australia's abundant and diverse natural resources attract high levels of foreign 

investment and include extensive reserves of coal, iron ore, copper, gold, natural gas, 

uranium, and renewable energy sources. A series of major investments, such as the 

US$40 billion Gorgon Liquid Natural Gas project, will significantly expand the 

resources sector. Australia also has a large services sector and is a significant exporter 

of natural resources, energy, and food. Key tenets of Australia's trade policy include 

support for open trade and the successful culmination of the Doha Round of 

multilateral trade negotiations, particularly for agriculture and services. The Australian 

economy grew for 17 consecutive years before the global financial crisis. 

Subsequently, the Rudd government introduced a fiscal stimulus package worth over 

US$50 billion to offset the effect of the slowing world economy, while the Reserve 

Bank of Australia cut interest rates to historic lows. These policies - and continued 

demand for commodities, especially from China - helped the Australian economy 

rebound after just one quarter of negative growth. The economy grew by 1.2% during 

2009 and by 3.3% in 2010. Unemployment, originally expected to reach 8-10%, 
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peaked at 5.7% in late 2009 and fell to 5.1% in 2010. As a result of an improved 

economy, the budget deficit is expected to peak below 4.2% of GDP and the 

government could return to budget surpluses as early as 2015. Australia was one of the 

first advanced economies to raise interest rates, with seven rate hikes between October 

2009 and November 2010. The GILLARD government is focused on raising 

Australia's economic productivity to ensure the sustainability of growth, and continues 

to manage the symbiotic, but sometimes tense, economic relationship with China. 

Australia is engaged in the Trans-Pacific Partnership talks and ongoing free trade 

agreement negotiations with China, Japan, and Korea (Smith-Hunter, 2013). 

For better comparison the annual GDP amount of both countries from 2005 to 2012 

are given in Figure 1.2. The GDP graph of both countries are parallel and fluctuating 

in a same way but Australia’s GDP is approximately 200 billion dollars higher than 

GSP of Turkey from 2005 to 2009.The growth rates of GDP of Australia is higher than 

Turkey from 2009 to 2012 and it is caused to difference about 650 billion dollars in 

2012. Due to the global financial crisis from 2007 to 2009, both countries were affected 

and The GDP of both countries decreased about 200 million from 2008 to 2009. 

 

Figure 1.2: GDP of Australia and Turkey from 2005 to 2012 (The World bank, 

2013). 

Labor force is a kind of source, which is one of the main elements of any industry. 

Total employment is one of the key factors, which is included in any economic analysis 

and has a direct relation with the productivity and all industries of a country. According 

to figure 1.3, which demonstrates the total employment of Australia and Turkey from 

2003 to 2008, it can be clearly seen that there is a major difference between the total 

employment amounts of the countries. Turkish total employment is approximately two 

times more than Australia. Less amount of total employment and more GDP amount 
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has a huge impact on the GDP per capita of the Australia and leads to a big gap in 

comparing with same factor of Turkey. The effect of global financial crisis can be seen 

by reduction of employment in 2007 for Turkey, the Australia was not affected form 

this crises in the employment factor according to this figure. 

Table 1.3: Total employment of Australia and Turkey - thousand person (ILO, 

2013). 

Country 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Australia 9,464.9 9.623.3 9,968.6 
10,218.

3 

10,512.

3 

10,740.

5 

Turkey 21,147 21,791 22,046 22,330 20,738 21,191 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Total employment of Australia and Turkey (ILO, 2013). 

1.3. Construction Industry and Occupational Health and Safety Statistics of 

Australia and Turkey 

The construction industry of Australia is the fourth largest contributor to Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) in the Australian economy. The construction industry 

continues to be a major sector in Australia's economy. In many ways industry 

performance both drives and is driven by levels of employment and economic growth. 
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09, its lowest level since 2005-06 and first such fall since 2000-01. Large investment 

in engineering projects and economic issues affecting building construction has seen 

the value of construction work done in 2008-09 almost evenly split between these two 

activities. In 2004-05 building construction and engineering construction contributed 

62.7% and 37.3% respectively. Recent construction industry related media has focused 

on the effects of Global Financial Crisis, Government infrastructure spending and 

housing availability. Despite a declining contribution to GDP in 2008-09, more people 

are employed in the construction sector than ever before. Over the three-year period to 

May 2009, growth in Average Weekly Earnings in the Construction Industry rose 

13.7% faster than for the average of all sectors. During the same period Average Hours 

Worked in the construction industry remained higher than the average for all industry 

groups, showing a difference of 12.2% as at May 2009.Construction remains one of 

Australia's largest and most important industries, with movement in industry indicators 

often directly linked to changes in social, economic and political trends (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics, 2010). 

Construction plays a crucial role in Turkey’s economic development, accounting for 

well over 6% of GDP and employing some 1.5 million people. When the direct and 

indirect impacts on other sectors are taken into account the share of the construction 

sector in the Turkish economy reaches 30% and the employment rate (excluding 

agriculture) reaches 10%.  After a period of rapid growth in the 1980s, the Turkish 

construction sector witnessed a significant decline between 1993 and 2001; however, 

as a result of policies adopted after the two economic crises of 1999 and 2001 the 

sector experienced the start of a recovery in 2002.Increase economic stability, 

decreasing exchange and interest rates and attractive long term loans stimulated a 

demand for housing, playing a major role in this process; and consequent growth rates 

of 13.9% in 2002, 7.8% in  2003,  14.1%  in  2004,  9.3%  in  2005  and  18.5%  in  

2006  made  construction the  number  one contributor to the economic growth of 

Turkey. By 2007 the growth rate of the construction sector reached 5.7% for the year; 

however, Turkey and its construction sector, suffering under the effects of the global 

crisis, experienced a decrease of 8.1% in 2008, followed by a further 16.1% decline in 

2009. 2010 was a recovery period for both the construction sector and Turkish 

economy. In 2010, construction sector made remarkable progress and grew by 17.1%. 

The growth trend in the industry continued in 2011 as well and reached 13.9% by the 
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end of the 3rd quarter of the year (European International Contractors Federation, 

2013). 

In 2010, 31 Turkish companies were listed in the “Top 225 International Contractors” 

given by ENR (Engineering News Record), the leading industry magazine. Turkey had 

the second most companies in this report with total revenue of 14583.3 million U.S 

dollars as 3.8% of international revenue while Australia has 4 companies with 10431.5 

million U.S dollars for 2.7% of international revenue in mentioned list. For comparison 

it’s better to compare  Turkish companies mean international revenue with amount of  

470.43 million dollar with the Australian companies international mean of revenue 

about 2607.87 million dollars that can be concluded the Australian international 

companies which are listed in this report are 5.5 time bigger than the Turkey’s by their 

revenue (ENR, 2011). 

Total Employment of construction industry can help to have a general view about the 

size of countries construction industry and is an important issue in studying the injuries 

and fatality statistics. Table 1.4 and figure 1.4 describe total employment of 

construction industry in both countries. Australia approximately has 200 thousands 

less employed persons from 2003 to 2004 .According to Figure 1.4 this difference of 

total employment of construction industry increases and reaches to its pick point in 

2006. Due to to the global financial crises in this years the trend is downward for 

Turkey but Australian employment in construction industry experience a gradual rise 

from 2006 to 2008.  

Table 1.4: Total employment in construction industry of Australia and Turkey- 1000 

Person (ILO, 2013). 

Country 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Australia 753.1 799.1 854.9 914.4 946.3 987 

Turkey 965 1,029 1,173 1267 1,231 1,241 
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Figure 1.4: Total employment in construction industry of Australia and Turkey 

(ILO, 2013). 

Table 1.5 demonstrates the fatal incidence rates in construction industry of Australia 

and Turkey from 2003 to 2007.according to this table there is major difference between 

the rates. Fatal incident rate measures are generally reported as the number of fatalities 

per 100,000 employees covered. Fatality incident rate of Turkey is dramatic whereas 

the condition of Australia in same issue is better. The mean of fatality incident rate in 

mentioned years is 4.7 for Australia and 33.6 for Turkey. Although Australia has lower 

fatal incidence rate, it is almost twice the rate for the national average for all industries 

of 2.5 fatalities per 100,000 employees (Zou & Zhang, 2009). This rates show that the 

condition of Turkey in relation with occupational health and safety is critical and 

promoting the OHS system and legislation is urgent and necessary. 

Table 1.5: Fatal incidence rates in construction industry of Australia and Turkey 

(ILO, 2013). 

Country 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Australia 5.5 5.1 3.8 4.5 4.7 

Turkey 39.9 35 31.1 33.5 28.8 
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1.4. History of Occupational Health and Safety of Australia and Turkey 

1.4.1. History of occupational health and safety in Australia 

Responsibility for implementing workers’ compensation schemes and workplace 

health and safety in Australia has traditionally begun with state and territory 

governments. The colony of South Australia is credited with establishing Australia’s 

first workers’ compensation legislation in 1900, based on British legislation from 

1897. This was limited to compensating injured workers in specified or dangerous 

occupations. Other states would later introduce their own worker’s compensation 

Plans. Australian colonies also performed British-style statutes on employer liability 

and factory and mine safety. Victoria enacted the first occupational health and safety 

(OHS) statute, the Supervision of Workrooms and Factories Statute 1873.  

On the other hand, the scope for Commonwealth involvement in workplace safety has 

been seen as limited. In 1973, the Whitlam Government raised the possibility of 

Commonwealth involvement in respect of workers’ compensation via an over-arching 

national accident compensation scheme. It appointed a Committee of Inquiry into 

Compensation and Rehabilitation in Australia, chaired by Justice Owen Woodhouse 

(the Woodhouse Committee), who had formerly chaired the 1967 Royal Commission 

of Inquiry on Compensation for Personal Injury in New Zealand. The Woodhouse 

Committee was in favour of the replacement of state and territory workers’ 

compensation schemes with a comprehensive federal accident compensation scheme 

modelled on the New Zealand accident insurance scheme. The Woodhouse philosophy 

contained five basic principles for an approach to accident prevention: 

• Community responsibility: the community should bear the costs of the 

inevitable consequences of social and productive activities, not just random 

victims of those activities because the community at large benefits from them.  

• Comprehensive entitlement—24 hours a day and seven days a week. 

• Complete rehabilitation. 

• Adequate compensation, and  

• Administrative efficiency. 

Perhaps not surprisingly such a comprehensive (and at the time) generous 

compensation scheme attracted criticisms, including that the incentive for injured 
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workers to return to work would be compromised. In any case, this approach 

terminated with the defeat of the Whitlam Government in 1975.  

One avenue for workplace health and safety regulation was the award system (both 

state and federal). Until the late 1990s, federal awards could regulate working hours, 

rests between shifts, worksite safety facilities and workplace safety consultative 

procedures although from that time, certain OHS clauses were removed under the 

‘award simplification’ provision stipulated in the Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

Another avenue for Commonwealth OHS involvement concerns the employment of 

Commonwealth employees. Section 52 of the Constitution gives the Commonwealth 

authority to make laws relating to Commonwealth employees. Other constitutional 

powers allow the Commonwealth to regulate OHS and workers compensation in 

respect of seafarers. Overall however, the Commonwealth has had limited 

involvement in national OHS regulation in the private sector, although the grounds for 

this limited involvement began to shift in the 1980s. 

The Parliamentary Library’s Bills Digest replaced a convention or code (not a law) 

applicable to the Commonwealth employment. In many respects through this Bill, the 

Commonwealth was catching up to the states on OHS legislation. Following the 

influential UK Parliamentary Committee (the Robens Committee) report on workplace 

safety in 1972, state governments respectively introduced what might be termed 

‘modern’ OHS laws based on the Robens model into the 1980s. 

A focus on understanding the nature of workplace diseases and injury led unions to 

call for stricter work practices in working with and handling particular materials and 

processes under the advice of union OHS researchers, such as Doctor Yossi Berger. 

Commonwealth involvement in workplace health and safety was revitalized under the 

Accord in the form of the Hawke Government’s commitment to setting up a National 

Occupational Health and Safety Commission (NOHSC) in 1985. The first significant 

steps towards nationally based workers’ compensation were made in 1992 via 

legislation introduced by the Hawke Government whereby (the relatively few) 

privatized government business enterprises (GBEs) retained Commonwealth workers’ 

compensation (Comcare) coverage and companies in competition with these GBEs 

were also allowed to take up Comcare coverage. Comcare is the workers' 

compensation insurer for the Australian Government. Over 1994–95 the Industry 

Commission issued landmark reports on workers compensation and occupational 
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health and safety in favor of national architecture; later, the Commonwealth facilitated 

comparative reports by Commonwealth, States and Territories (and New Zealand) 

workers compensation authorities on work accident or fatalities claims and 

compensation costs. 

The Rudd Government initially terminated the migration of companies to the Comcare 

system, originally opened in 1992. The ability of companies to change to 

Commonwealth coverage had been potentially widened by both the scope of GBE 

privatization and benefits delivered by the 2006 OHS and SRC amendments. On the 

other hand, OHS academics have questioned the suitability of using a workplace health 

and safety system primarily developed for the safety management of public service 

workplaces in more dangerous environments. 

Finally, the Workplace Relations Ministers Council (WRMC) agreed to replacing the 

Australian Safety and Compensation Council with a jointly funded body, Safe Work 

Australia (SWA), as well as commissioning model national workplace safety 

legislation. Over 2010–11, the states are to be offered the opportunity to adopt the 

model legislation (O’Neill, 2011). 

Australia is a founding member of the ILO (International Labour Organization) and a 

major contributor to the work of the organization both technically and financially 

through the Australian Government-ILO Partnership Agreement (2010-2015) and 

through bilateral support for technical cooperation projects in recent years, most 

notably in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Timor-Leste and the Pacific Island countries. 

Australia has ratified 63 ILO Conventions, including seven of the eight fundamental 

Conventions (ILO, 2013). 

1.4.2. History of occupational health and safety in Turkey 

About Turkish OHS history the first law, which provided prevention possibility for 

employees, was before the establishment of Republic of Turkey in 1921. Since Turkey 

was forced with war of independency and the main source of energy in those days was 

coal, the non-stop production of this vital stuff was so important. For reaching to the 

goal the workers were under a massive work stress and unfair working rules in 

Zonguldak and Eregli regions, that is why the No.114 and No.115 laws were published 

for defending worker’s rights. During first Grand National Assembly of Turkey period 

at fourth march 1923 in Izmir in the first Economic congress of Turkey the workers 
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representatives gave recommendation list of 30 clauses, which later some of these 

clauses became to the core items of formal OHS laws of Turkey. Later too many codes 

of practice and laws of OHS were published for solving the problems, which are 

caused by the industrialization of Turkey in that days. The first regulation after 

establishment of Republic of Turkey was law No.394 which was published on 2 

January 1924 and it gained weekly rest days for the employees and it was one of the 

most effective and positive published laws in the field of OHS during that years. In 

1926 the 332 article of Code of Obligations took responsibility for employers about 

employee’s work related injuries and occupational diseases. Although this law gave 

some provisions to employees about contracting, work conditions and had some 

advantages for injured or patient employees, it did not provide any social security 

rights for them. Since there was not any specific Labor law at that time, the most 

related ones to the OHS were the Public Hygiene Law and Municipal Law at 1930. 

Based on No. 1580 Municipal Law, the municipalities was known as an auditor for 

work places OHS was so important in those years and effective, even now it’s helpful. 

The mentioned law caused to begin supplying health services in workplaces. The 

articles 173-178 of this law provide some rights for children and female employees, 

night-shift employees, pregnant employees before and after childbirth, prohibition 

rules of workplaces in industrial factories. 

Later in 1936, No.3008 Labor Law, which was a remedy for too many employee 

problems and covered OHS issues in systematic and detailed way. According to this 

law, it was planned to establish Ministry of Labor in the following year but it was 

implement in1945. On 28 January of 1946, the first article of No.4841 the Labor 

Ministry Establishment Law says this minister is responsible for social security 

services too. It was the first entrance of social security terms in Turkish legislation. 

For centralizing and integration of health and safety system after establishment of 

Ministry of Labor this responsibility was given to the general directorate of OHS. 

Following this event, as a confirmation of ninth article of No.81 the international Labor 

contract, the law No.5690 was published and implemented at 13 December of 1950. 

In accordance with this law, the law No. 174 was published in the field of OHS for 

employment of technical staffs like doctors, chemists and engineers for inspection, 

standardizing the working conditions and working life of employees and guiding the 

path of this approach. After publishment of mentioned law as a first time in Turkey on 
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12 January of 1963, leadership of occupational safety inspector groups was established 

in Istanbul and later in Ankara, Zonguldak and Izmir provinces. This establishment 

policy was followed by Bursa, Adana, and Erzurum provinces too, thus workplace 

OHS inspection expanded in the country.  

Since the 3008 Labor Law couldn’t supply the requirements anymore, the 931 Labor 

Law was published as a replacement and for keeping it unchanged, immediately the 

No. 1475 Labor Law, which was a copy of Law No.931 without any change was 

published and acted in 1971 by the constitutional court of Turkey. The No.1475 Labor 

Law in the field of occupational health and safety had been updated and some other 

detailed codes and regulations were published to help this goal (BARADAN, 2006). 

The No.1475 Labor Law of 1971was updated and used for a long period until 2003 

and followed with a new version, No. 4857 labor law publishment, finally in 2006 the 

5510 “social security and general health insurance law” was emitted. 

The last version of OHS law is Law No.6331, which is issued on 20 June of 2012 with 

some new concepts and features. 

Turkey has been a member of ILO since 1932 but had not ratified two out of three 

ILO’s conventions at that time. 30 conventions was eliminated by the time from total 

188 between two sides by the time but Turkey confirmed only 56 conventions from 

new total of 158. The most important ones between the conventions and protocols of 

ILO were No.155 about OHS and No.161 about workplace conditions, which were 

confirmed in 2004 (OĞUZ, 2013). 
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2. COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 

LEGISLATION OF AUSTRALIA AND TURKEY 

2.1. General Information about Australian and Turkish Health and Safety 

Legislation 

The goal of this part is giving a general view about Australian and Turkish health and 

safety legislation. Legislation means “a law or set of laws made by a government”. 

(Merriam Webster Dictionary, 2013).  

Australian occupational health and safety legislation is known as “WHS legislation” 

or “Model WHS laws” and consist of “WHS Act”, “WHS regulation” and “Codes of 

Practices” which follow an hierarchical trend .The WHS Act of Australia is the general 

and basic types of law which have been used across Australia to harmonize work health 

and safety law. The WHS regulation provides more details information on 

requirements of the WHS Act. In legal dictionaries, code means a systematic and 

comprehensive compilation of laws, rules, or regulations that are consolidated and 

classified according to subject matter. These codes are practical guides to achieving 

the standards of health, safety and welfare required under the main OHS laws and 

contain more detailed, additional and complementary information about specific 

subjects. Australian WHS legislation contains various codes of practices about 

different subjects, which are mentioned in WHS Act and Regulation. Sometimes a 

code of practices about specific subject may be used in different industries because of 

the hazards and tasks similarities. It could better to say that the regulation is the joining 

point of Laws and codes of practices. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the hierarchy of 

Australian and Turkish occupational health and safety legislation. 

Turkish Occupational health and safety legislation consist of two elements, which are 

“Turkish OHS law No.6331“and“Turkish codes”. Turkish codes focus on specific 

subjects on managing the risks of workplaces and provide health and safety in work 

environments by determining proper controlling measures. 
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Figure 2.1: The hierarchy of Australian and Turkish Occupational health and safety 

Legislation. 

There were two available regulations previously, the “Turkish OHS regulation” and 

“Turkish construction work OHS regulation”, but by the commencement of “Turkish 

OHS law No.6331” (according to the Article 37) these two regulations have been 

abolished. These regulations ware been using for too many years and was published 

in1974. Turkey has been developing instantly in different fields therefore Ministry of 

Labor and social security tries to promote Turkish legislation to be compatible with 

ILO and EU standards and solve the problems of previous version. “Turkish OHS law 

No.6331” contains some new or improved features and concepts in comparison with 

previous version. Some of them are: 

1. Having more coverage. This latest law covers all public institutions and 

enterprises without any limitation about number of employees. According to 

the article 2, this Law shall apply to all works and workplaces in both public 

and private sector, employers of these workplaces and their representatives, all 

workers including apprentices and interns regardless of their field of activity 

(with an exceptions of Domestic services workers and self-employed persons). 

2. The new law is more preventative. The duty of Ministry of Labor and social 

security of Turkey about Identifying hazard classes and risk assessment duty 

of Employer are related issues to this approach.  According to the article 10 of 

Turkish OHS Law, the employer is obliged to conduct an assessment of risks, 

provide preventive measures and personal protecting equipment to ensure the 

health and safety of the workers. Based on Article 9, The Ministry of Labor 

and social security of Turkey shall issue a circular on assigning hazard class to 
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enterprises. In the Article 25, construction workplaces are classified as very 

hazardous.   

3. Designation of occupational physician and safety specialists. According to 

sixth article employer is obliged to designate workplace doctors and 

occupational safety specialist. 

4. Medical examination of employees. According to the article 15, the employers 

are obliged to do heath examinations of workers and monitoring the health 

conditions of them by reports. 

5. Educational training and informing about risks. According to article 17, 

employers shall provide educational training on occupational health and safety 

issues. Article 16 obliges the employers to inform employees about their legal 

rights and responsibilities, responsible worker about handle first aid, extra 

ordinary situations, disasters, firefighting and the evacuation, the health and 

safety risks and protective and preventive measures to ensuring and 

maintaining the occupational health and safety. 

6. Employee Representative. Based on article 20, it is an obligation to electing or 

choosing “employee representative” related to health and safety matters. 

7. Emergency plans, firefighting and first aid. Based on article 11, employers are 

obliged to assess the foreseeable emergencies and take measures to prevent and 

limit adverse effects of emergencies which could be in relation with work 

environment, substances used, equipment and environmental conditions. 

8. Employee has right to abstain from Work. According to article 13, employees 

exposed to serious and imminent danger have the right to leave their 

workstation or dangerous area and proceed to a place safety. In such a case. 

9. Safety report or serious accident prevention policy document. According to 

article 29 for workplaces where a serious industrial accident can happens, the 

employer is required to prepare a serious accident prevention policy document 

or safety report based on the size of the workplace before starting the 

operations. Employers commence their operations when the content and 

sufficiency of their report is approved by the Ministry. 
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The main structure of the WHS law and WHS regulation of Australia is the same but 

WHS regulation contains some additional details. The majority of these additional 

details are related to codes of practices and are about different types of hazards, related 

risks and prevention measures but some parts are the complementary of WHS law. 

Since WHS regulation of Australia covers the wide range of industries, in this study 

only the construction industry related parts will be considered. Besides, because of the 

difference between structure of Australian and Turkish legislation, the WHS law of 

Australian is compared with Turkish OHS law No.6331in detailed way and in another 

part, combination of WHS regulation and codes of practices of Australia is compared 

with codes of Turkey about specific subjects. 

2.2. Comparison of Occupational Health and Safety Laws of Australia and 

Turkey  

The last version of OHS law of Australia is “Work Health and Safety Act 2011” in 

216 pages which was commenced on 1 January 2012 and also known as “Model Work 

Health and Safety Bill”. This law has supported with additional guidance to provide 

an overview of the model Work Health and Act and be a general guide to help people 

understand their health and safety duties and rights at work. 

“Explanatory Memorandum to the model WHS Act”,” Interpretive Guidelines to the 

model WHS Act” and “Transitional principles to the model WHS Act” are additional 

guides for the main law. 

On the other hand Turkey published Law No.6331 “Occupational Health and Safety 

Law” as a last version on 20.6.2012 in 14 pages for English version (Because of the 

content, each page of Turkish OHS law approximately equals to three pages of OHS 

of Australia) . 

Table 2.1 demonstrates the content comparison of Australian and Turkish law. Since 

the responsibilities, inspection and compensation parts are studied in other chapters; 

only different parts will be studied in this chapter. 

First part of both laws are about Preliminary topics like introduction, object, definition, 

scope and other parts. Parts two, three and four of Australian law study the same maters 

with section two of Turkish law about duties, responsibilities and authorities. 
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the content of Australian and Turkish OHS laws. 

Country Australia Turkey 

Legislation Work Health and Safety ACT, No. 137, 2011 6331 Occupational health and safety law 

Sections 

/Parts 

Part one 

Preliminary(Introduction, Object, Scope) 

Definitions, Application of Act) 

Section one 

Object, scope and definitions 

 

Part Two 

Health and Safety Duties 

Part Three 

Incident notification 

Part Four 

Authorities 

Section two 

Duties, Authority and Responsibilities of the 

Employer and Workers 

 

Part Five 

Consultation, representation and participation 

Section Three 

Council, Committee and Coordination 

Part Six 

Discriminatory, coercive and misleading conduct 

 

- 

Part Seven 

Workplace entry by WHS entry permit holders 

Part Nine 

Securing Compliance 

Part Ten 

Enforcement measures 

Section Four 

Inspection and Administrative Sanctions 

Part Eight 

The regulator 

Part Eleven 

Enforceable undertakings 

Part Twelve 

Review of decisions 

Part Thirteen 

Legal proceedings 

Part Fourteen 

General (General provisions, Codes of practice, 
Regulation-making power) 

Section Five 

Miscellaneous and Temporary Provisions 

 

Part five of Australian law is similar in explaining consultation, participation and 

coordination with section three of Turkish law. Forth section of Turkish law is about 

inspection that is mentioned in part seven, nine and ten of Australian law. Section five 

of Turkish OHS law is about “Miscellaneous and Temporary Provision” topics which 

talks about some similar subjects with part eleven to fourteen of Australian law. 
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At first glance, there is a major difference between Australian and Turkish laws in the 

view of size of the laws. In following parts, a detailed comparison will be done and 

the reason of differences will be revealed. 

Preliminary topics: 

Part one of Australian WHS law and section one of Turkish OHS law consist of 

following parts. The most important parts are object and definition related articles. 

Object: 

The object part of both laws are close to each other that are ensuring occupational 

health and safety at workplaces. 

Scope: 

There are some serious differences about the scope of the laws. Turkish OHS law does 

not cover home services and self-employed persons while Australian WHS law does. 

Definitions: 

 In the definitions part Turkey’s law explains 23 important items and words meanings 

while Australian law contains 60 explanation of meanings. Australian law have studied 

this part deeply and tries to define as many words and term as it could to avoid 

repetition and uncertainty conditions. Lack of definitions and short, improper and 

incomprehensive definitions in Turkish law lead to unnecessary repetitions and 

unrelated additional terms in too many articles. Defining all terms, expressions and 

necessary words in beginning not only prevents hesitations and question marks of the 

users, but also leads to have a shorter and more organized articles which makes the 

law easier and more understandable for the users. Some unnecessary repeats are 

reported in Turkish law that diminish the classification feature of the law and lead to 

using reminders in the middle of the article that is explaining different issue and it 

reduce the focus of reader. 

Discriminatory, coercive and misleading Conduct: 

One of the parts that has not covered by Turkish law is about discriminatory, coercive 

and misleading conduct. Discriminatory, coercive and misleading treatment that 

prevents a person from concerning OHS issues is known as an offence in Australian 

law and have penalties. Discriminatory, coercive and misleading Conduct includes 

dismissing a worker, terminating a contract for services with a worker, putting a 
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worker to his detriment in the engagement of the worker and treating a worker less 

favourably than others by duty holders or other persons at workplace. 

Respecting to workers is a primary concept of human rights that every employer must 

obey. Fortunately, both laws respect to this issue and protect rights for all parties. 

Australian WHS law designed a separated part for this matter. This part starts with 

division one with a section explaining Prohibition of discriminatory conduct and high 

amount of its penalty. This part like others also follows the specific writing policy of 

the Australian law by giving comprehensive definition for the terms which were used 

at first and hierarchic approaches policy that leads to explaining and regulating the 

articles in a step by step trend. Six part continues with explaining the criminal 

proceedings in relation to discriminatory conduct, civil proceedings about related 

issue. 

The Regulator: 

Part eight of Australian OHS law contains some divisions related to the regulator. First 

division of this part is relates to functions of regulator like powers of regulator and 

delegation by regulator. According to this part some functions of regulator are: 

• To advise and make recommendations to the Minister and report on the 

operation and effectiveness of this law. 

• To monitor and enforce compliance. 

• To provide advice and information on work health and safety to duty holders 

and community. 

• To collect, analyse and publish statistics relating to work health and safety. 

• To foster a co-operative, consultative relationship between duty holders and 

the persons to whom they owe duties and their representatives in relation to 

work health and safety matters. 

• To promote and support education and training on matters relating to work 

health and safety. 

• To engage in, promote and co-ordinate the sharing of information to achieve 

the object of this law, including the sharing of information with a 

corresponding regulator. 

• To conduct and defend proceedings under this law before a court or tribunal. 

Some powers of regulator are mentioned in this part, which are: 
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• The regulator has the power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done 

about the performance of its functions. 

• The regulator has all the powers and functions that an inspector has under this 

law. 

This part continues by some related issue like delegation of powers and functions of 

regulator and “Powers of regulator to obtain information” and ends with the penalties 

of refusing or failing to comply by persons to giving information to regulator. There 

is not any section in Turkish OHS law in accordance with this part. 

Enforceable undertakings:  

Part eleven of Australian OHS law concentrates on enforceable undertakings and 

related issues. 

An enforceable undertaking is a form of settlement that may be enforced in court by 

the corporate regulator if the party who agreed to the terms of the undertaking does 

not comply with them. The enforceable undertaking is the result of a compromise 

between ASIC (Australian Securities and Investments Commission) and an alleged 

offender (the promisor) that is reached to deal with an alleged breach of the law. ASIC 

may accept an enforceable undertaking instead of seeking a civil order from a court, 

taking administrative action, or referring the matter to another administrative body. 

However, this sanction cannot be used as a replacement for criminal sanctions. ASIC 

can also accept an enforceable undertaking when such an undertaking may change the 

compliance culture of an organisation. To achieve this, the promisor usually promises 

to stop the alleged contravention, implement a compliance program to prevent the 

future occurrence of similar breaches, and/or rectify any negative impact the conduct 

may have had on the general public. While such an administrative sanction was 

considered in 2002 to be unique to Australia, today, similar sanctions exist overseas. 

For example, in the United Kingdom, as a result of the Macrory Review report and 

consultation paper, a number of new sanctions were introduced in 2008 such as 

enforcement undertakings that are the equivalent of the Australian enforceable 

undertakings. Further, in the United States, settlements are commonly used by the 

Securities Exchange Commission to deal with certain breaches of securities law 

(Nehme, 2010). 
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There is not any similar section or article in Turkish OHS law in accordance with 

enforceable undertaking. 

Review of decisions: 

The rules and law cannot cover the all demands of conditions and sometimes could 

lead to wrong decisions and can be surveyed to satisfy the parties and users. Australian 

WHS law and WHS regulation 2011, allow the review of some decisions made by 

workplace health and safety inspectors and the workplace health and safety regulator.  

According to the Section 223 of WHS law of Australia, reviewable decisions those are 

made by inspectors relating to following issues. 

• Negotiations for work groups. 

• Training of Health and Safety Representatives. 

• Health and Safety Committees. 

• Review of Provisional Improvement Notices. 

• Forfeiture of seized things. 

• Return of seized things. 

• Issue of Improvement Notices. 

• Extension of time for compliance with Improvement Notices. 

• Issue of prohibition notices. 

• Issue of non-disturbance notices. 

• Issue of subsequent notices. 

• Decision of regulator to vary or cancel notice. 

• Prescribed provisions of the model WHS Regulation (regulation No. 676) 

which are decisions about: 

1) Licences: Refusal to grant or renew licence, suspension or cancellation 

of licence and disqualification of licence holder from applying for 

another licence. 

2)  Training: Refusal to issue general construction induction training card 

3)  Accreditation of assessors: Refusal to grant or renew accreditation, 

suspension or cancelation of accreditation. 

4)  Registration: registration of plant or plant design. 

Part eleven of Australian WHS law is about review of decisions and there is not any 

section in Turkish OHS law in accordance with this part. 
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Legal proceedings: 

Part thirteen of Australian WHS law contains sections about Legal proceedings. This 

part contains some sections about infringement notices, crown provisions and civil 

penalties. The start point of this part is prosecutions and the authorised bodies to bring 

and continues with more explanation and detailed information. Sentencing for offences 

is another topic that is classified in this part and followed by infringement notices and 

offences by bodies corporate as the next studied items. The Crown with subdivisions 

are other focused issues. Furthermore, WHS civil penalty provisions is studied as 

closing topic of this part. Actually, article 26 of Turkish OHS law under the title of 

“Administrative fines and enforcement” is the most similar part of this law in relation 

with part thirteen of Australian law but it is only about penalties and there is not any 

information about legal proceeding. This issue could be considered to in preparation 

of new version of Turkish health and safety.  

General information:  

This is the last part of Australian WHS law and it is about some general provisions, 

codes of practices and regulations. This part is connecting Australian WHS law with 

WHS Regulation and codes of practice that are prepared for different categorizations. 

The comprehensive study and comparison about codes of practice is done in next part 

of this dissertation. Turkish OHS law has a section under the title of” miscellaneous 

and temporary provisions” (section 5) which contains some articles with different 

subjects. Although the title of the parts of both laws looks similar, the contents are 

different. 

2.3. Comparison of Australian and Turkish Health and Safety Codes of Practices 

 Both Australian and Turkish have too many different codes of practices that are 

mentioned to use in their main OHS legislations but in this study only the construction 

related codes of practices are investigated. Table 2.2 listed the available codes of 

practices related to construction industry of Australia and Turkey. Since Turkey has 

not any regulation to be compared with Australian one, the WHS Regulation of 

Australia is also involved in comparison of codes of practices.  
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Table 2.2: Available codes of practices related to construction industry of Australia 

and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 

1. “How to manage and Control Asbestos in the 

Workplace” Code of practice. (ISBN 978-0-

642-33315-5) 

2. “How to Safely Remove Asbestos” Code of 

practice. ( ISBN 978-0-642-33317-9) 

3. Confined Spaces Code of practice. ( ISBN 

978-0-642-33313-1) 

4. Construction Work Codes of Practices. 

(ISBN 978-0-642-33361-2) 

5. Demolition Work Code of Practice. (ISBN 

978-0-642-78415-5) 

6. Excavation Work Code of Practice. (ISBN 

978-0-642-785442) 

7. Managing the risk of falls at workplaces 

code of practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33297-4) 

8. Preventing falls in housing construction 

code of practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33390-2) 

9. Managing the Work Environment and 

Facilities Code of Practice. (ISBN 978-0-

642-33295-0) 

10. First Aid in the Workplace Code of Practice. 

(ISBN 978-0-642-33347-6) 

11. Hazardous manual tasks code of practice. 

(ISBN 978-0-642-33307-0) 

12. Managing Risks of Plant in the Workplace 

Code of practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33349-

0) 

13. Managing Noise and Preventing Hearing 

Loss at Work Code of Practice. (ISBN 978-

0-642-33305-6) 

14. Traffic Management in Workplaces Code of 

Practice. (ISBN 978-1-74361-089-3) 

15. Welding Processes Code of Practice. (ISBN 

978-0-642-78538-1) 

16. Scaffolds and scaffolding work Code of 

Practice (Draft) 

17. Formwork and falsework Code of Practice 

(Draft) 

18. Cranes Code of Practice (Draft) 

 

1. Health and Safety Precautions Working with Asbestos 

code. (ASBESTLE ÇALIŞMALARDA SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ÖNLEMLERİ HAKKINDA 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 02.01.2013, 

Sayı:28539) 

2. Occupational Health and Safety in Construction Work 

code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE 

GÜVENLİĞİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

05.10.2013, Sayı:28786)  

3. Controlling of Dust code. (TOZLA MÜCADELE 

YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 5.10.2013, 

Sayı:28812) 

4. Health and safety precautions in Workplace and Work 

Environment code (İŞYERİ BİNA VE 

EKLENTİLERİNDE ALINACAK SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ÖNLEMLERİNE İLİŞKİN 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete:17.07.2013, 

Sayı:28710)  

5. Protection of Employees against Vibration related risks 

code. (ÇALIŞANLARIN TİTREŞİMLE İLGİLİ 

RİSKLERDEN KORUNMALARINA DAİR 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 22.08.2013, 

Sayı:28743) 

6. Protection of workers from noise related risks code. 

(ÇALIŞANLARIN GÜRÜLTÜ İLE İLGİLİ 

RİSKLERDEN KORUNMALARINA DAİR 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 28.07.2013, 

Sayı:28721) 

7. Manual handling code. (ELLE TAŞIMA İŞLERİ 

YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 24.07.2013, 

Sayı:28717) 

8. Using of Personal Protective Equipment at Workplace 

code. (KİŞİSEL KORUYUCU DONANIMLARIN 

İŞYERLERİNDE KULLANILMASI HAKKINDA 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 02.07.2013, 

Sayı:28695) 

9. Health and safety terms of using Work Equipment code. 

( İŞ EKİPMANLARININ KULLANIMINDA SAĞLIK 

VE GÜVENLİK ŞARTLARI YÖNETMELİĞİ.Resmi 

Gazete: 25.04.2013, Sayı:28628 ) 
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Table 2.2 (Continued): Available codes of practices related to construction industry 

of Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 

10. Occupational Training of the employees engaged in 

Dangerous and Very Dangerous Workplaces code. 

(TEHLİKELİ VE ÇOK TEHLİKELİ SINIFTA YER 

ALAN İŞLERDE ÇALIŞTIRILACAKLARIN 

MESLEKİ EĞİTİMLERİNE DAİR YÖNETMELİK. 

Resmi Gazete: 13.07.2013, Sayı:28706) 

11. Health and safety Signs code. (SAĞLIK VE GÜVENLİK 

İŞARETLERİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

11.10.2013, Sayı:28762) 

12. Emergency Status at Workplace code. (İŞYERLERİNDE 

ACİL DURUMLAR HAKKINDA YÖNETMELİK. 

Resmi Gazete: 18.06.2013, Sayı:28681) 

13. Cessation of work at workplace code. (İŞYERLERİNDE 

İŞİN DURDURULMASINA DAİR YÖNETMELİK. 

Resmi Gazete: 25.01.2013, Sayı:28539) 

14. Controlling of Dust at Workplace code. (TOZLA 

MÜCADELE YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

05.11.2013, Sayı:28812) 

2.3.1. Comparison of occupational Health and safety in construction work codes 

of Australia and Turkey 

Occupational Health and safety in construction work is the main subject of this study. 

In Australian construction work codes of practices, a general views about other codes 

and principles should consider in construction industry have been mentioned. It would 

be better to say this code is a guide to using different codes of practices related to 

construction industries. Chapter six of the WHS Regulation under the title of 

‘Construction work’ is about this subject too. Table 2.3 demonstrates available codes 

of practices about construction works in Australia and Turkey. 

The Australian version of this code of practice (in 56 pages) provides guidance to 

principal contractors and other persons conducting a business or undertaking who 

carry out construction work on how to meet the health and safety requirements under 

the WHS Act and Regulation relating to construction work and contains general 

information about constriction works. This code does not enter to issues deeply and 

there are some other detailed codes of practices support more detailed information 

about mentioned topics of this code. Some parts of this code is similar to Turkish 

occupational health and safety in construction works code but Turkish one prefers to 
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concentrate on the  issues completely and in a detailed way in a single code without 

referring the issues to any other specified codes of practices. 

Table 2.3: Available codes of practices about construction works in Australia and 

Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Construction Work code of practices. (ISBN 978-0-

642-33361-2) 

 Chapter 6 (Construction work) of WHS Regulation 

 Part 3.2 of WHS Regulation that is about General 

Workplace Management. 

 Part 6.5 of WHS Regulation that is about General 

Construction Induction Training. 

 Occupational Health and Safety in Construction Work 

code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE 

GÜVENLİĞİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

05.10.2013, Sayı:28786)  

 Occupational Training of the employees engaged in 

Dangerous and Very Dangerous Workplaces code. 

(TEHLİKELİ VE ÇOK TEHLİKELİ SINIFTA YER 

ALAN İŞLERDE ÇALIŞTIRILACAKLARIN 

MESLEKİ EĞİTİMLERİNE DAİR YÖNETMELİK. 

Resmi Gazete: 13.07.2013, Sayı:28706) 

 Emergency Status at Workplace code. 

(İŞYERLERİNDE ACİL DURUMLAR HAKKINDA 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 18.06.2013, 

Sayı:28681) 

 Protection of workers from noise related risks code. 

(ÇALIŞANLARIN GÜRÜLTÜ İLE İLGİLİ 

RİSKLERDEN KORUNMALARINA DAİR 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 28.07.2013, 

Sayı:28721) 

In Australian code of practice firstly according to the regulation 289 of WHS 

Regulation the construction work is defined and followed by the high risk constriction 

definition (pursuant to regulation 291 of WHS Regulation), then construction works 

separated and categorized in different groups and therefore other different codes of 

practices are introduced. 

Pursuant to regulation 292 of WHS Regulation a construction project is a project that 

involves construction work where the cost of the construction work is $250,000 or 

more. 

Specifying the duty holders related to construction works is another part this section. 

Pursuant to regulation 38, 39 and 297 employer must manage risks associated with the 

carrying out of construction work thus third chapter of this code belongs to managing 

risk with construction works and is about identifying hazards, assessing the risks, 
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controlling the risks and reviewing control measures (Regulation 38 about control 

measures). 

Safe work method statement (SWMS) is titled as next chapter and as it told in part 4.1 

of this code the primary purpose is to enable supervisors, workers and any other 

persons at the workplace to understand the requirements that have been established to 

carry out the high risk construction work in a safe and healthy manner. 

Pursuant to Regulation 299 and 300 a safe work method statement (SWMS) must be 

prepared before high risk construction work (as defined in regulation 291 oh WHS 

Regulation) commences and employer must ensure the high risk construction work is 

carried out in accordance with the SWMS for the work. Other two mentioned chapters 

are SWMS plan for construction projects, and information, training, instruction and 

supervision.  

Last chapter of this code is about general workplace management arrangements like 

work environment, Facilities at a construction workplace, first aid, emergency 

planning, and personal protective equipment and falling objects. 

Turkish “Occupational Health and Safety in Construction Works “code is the most 

comprehensive one between others about construction industry and is written in 

different method than the Australasian type. Unlike its rival Turkish code have tried to 

study about all constructional activities and conditions to reach health and safety 

demands but it seems to be impossible with 23 pages of codes. Turkish code consists 

of four main parts and four enclosures. First part is about introduction and the second 

part is about duties and responsibilities of the parties and persons. Third part is about 

engagement of health and safety coordinator, preparation of health and safety plan, 

notifying, consultation and participation with employees.  Fourth part is about 

miscellaneous and final provisions which are using of tools, equipment, materials and 

working methods. One of the most important enclosure of this code is the fourth one 

which is relates to minimum health and safety terms about construction works and 

workplace. Working in heights, falling objects, emergency exit routes and doors, fire 

detection and firefighting, doors and gates, temperature, lighting, loading points and 

ramps, first aids, welfare facilities, indoor workplaces, outdoor workplaces, scaffolds 

and scaffolding work, ladder, lifting facilities, excavation , shaft, underground and 

tunnel works, handling vehicles, demolition works, roofing works, concrete 
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production, transportation and pouring, formwork and falsework, armed concrete , pre-

fabricate elements and steel structure work. 

Although this code contains many issues and try to cover all health and safety terms 

of construction works, it is not satisfying in some topics. Lack of articles are reported 

in comparison with Australian codes like codes about confined Spaces, demolition 

works, excavation works, managing the risk of falls at workplaces and preventing falls 

in housing construction, managing the work environment and facilities, cranes and 

welding processes.  

2.3.2. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about asbestos 

Asbestos has been a very useful construction material, and because of this has had 

widespread use. However, it can be harmful if not handled correctly or removed in a 

safe manner. Asbestos removal has been fraught with numerous problems. Some of 

these include the high cost of removal, changing and nonspecific regulations, various 

agencies claiming jurisdiction over the substance, lack of information about the 

seriousness of asbestos-related diseases and insurance-liability considerations. The 

promulgation of specific regulations and performance standards for removal 

contractors will help clarify or eliminate problem areas. The adherence to proper 

asbestos removal techniques is imperative to the safety of workers and the general 

population (Hinze & Hinze, 1986). 

According to table 2.4, Chapter eight of WHS Regulation of Australia is about 

asbestoses. Two codes of practices are available about asbestos in Australian system 

which are “How to safely remove asbestos“ in 68 pages and “How to manage and 

control asbestos in the workplace” in 72 pages. On the other hand, Turkey contains 

only one code (in eight pages) about this specific issue. Some parts of controlling of 

dust at workplace code are related to asbestos also.  

Chapter eight of WHS Regulation contains detailed information about asbestos but it 

is prepared for all industries some parts are related to the other industries, only the 

construction industry related issues about asbestos that are mentioned in construction 

work codes of practice are studied in this part. 

“How to manage and control asbestos in the workplace codes of practice” of Australia 

starts with the meaning of prohibition on asbestos in the workplace this issue also is 
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mentioned in  regulation 419 of WHS, according to this regulation employer must not 

carry out or direct or allow a worker to carry out work involving asbestos if that work 

involves manufacturing, supplying, transporting, storing, removing, using, installing, 

handling, treating, disposing of or disturbing asbestos or ACM (Asbestos Containing 

Materials), except in prescribed circumstances. (Safe Work Australia, 2011) 

Table 2.4: Available codes of practices about working with asbestos in Australia and  

Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 “How to manage and Control Asbestos in the 

Workplace“code of practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-

33315-5) 

 “How to Safely Remove Asbestos” Code of practice.  

(ISBN 978-0-642-33317-9) 

 Chapter 8 of WHS regulation titled as “Asbestos” 

 Health and Safety Precautions Working with Asbestos 

Code. (ASBESTLE ÇALIŞMALARDA SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ÖNLEMLERİ HAKKINDA 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 02.01.2013, 

Sayı:28539) 

 Controlling of Dust at Workplace code. (TOZLA 

MÜCADELE YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

05.11.2013, Sayı:28812) 

This code of practice continues with the duties and duty holders related to asbestos. 

Additionally the WHS Regulations includes specific obligations and duties to manage 

and control asbestos and ACM at the workplace under the part 8 about asbestos at the 

workplace (regulation 435 to 446, 449 to 450, 458, 462 and 480), this duties will be 

mentioned in Duty part of this study. 

Second part of the code in about managing the risks in associate with asbestos and 

ACM. Besides, pursuant to regulation 420 of WHS Regulation, Employer must ensure 

exposure of a person at the workplace to airborne asbestos is eliminated or limited. 

Since one of the other important steps of managing and controlling is identifying, this 

code and the WHS Regulation (no 422) highlights to identifying asbestos or ACM by 

a competent person. 

About managing the risk of asbestos, some topics like arranging a sample to identify 

asbestos, indicating the presence of asbestos in the workplace and assessing the risk of 

exposure could be mentioned. Based on regulation 423 (WHS Regulation) employer 

may identify asbestos or ACM by arranging for a sample of material at the workplace 

to be analyzed for the presence of asbestos or ACM. 
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About the indicating the presence of asbestos, regulation 424 (WHS Regulation) is 

mentioned that the employer must ensure the presence and location of asbestos or 

ACM identified at the workplace is clearly indicated. The labels and warning signs 

should use in this act. 

Asbestos registering, Reviewing and revising it is another important obligation which 

employer must comply. In third part of this code and regulation 425 (WHS 

Regulation), it is mentioned that a person with management or control of a workplace 

must ensure an asbestos register is prepared and kept at the workplace. The asbestos 

register must be maintained, to ensure the information in the register is up-to-date.  

The asbestos register is a document that lists all identified (or assumed) asbestos in a 

workplace (Safe Work Australia, 2011). Regulation 426 also mentions to the necessity 

of reviewing and revising the asbestos register. Asbestos management plan in another 

important document which should prepared by the employer. This code and regulation 

429 have pointed to this vital document too. An asbestos management plan sets out 

how asbestos or ACM that is identified at the workplace will be managed, for example 

what, when and how it is going to be done (Safe Work Australia, 2011). Revising and 

assessing the asbestos management plan also must be done like the asbestos register 

and the regulation 429 and 430 (WHS Regulation) highlights this issue. 

In the majority of workplaces, the asbestos that is encountered and poses a risk to 

health and safety will be found in manufactured products. However, some workplaces 

may have to deal with asbestos in its natural state. Naturally Occurring Asbestos 

(NOA) may be encountered in road building, site and construction work, and other 

excavation activities. Asbestos may occur in veins within rock formations (Safe Work 

Australia, 2011). 

Part 8.4 of the WHS Regulation of Australia is about Management of naturally 

occurring asbestos (regulation 431 to 434). According to this part employer must 

manage the risks NOA at the workplace. 

About the demolition and refurbishment works considering the controlling and 

management of asbestos and ACM is necessary. (According to part 5.3 of this code 

and regulation 447 to 457of WHS Regulation). Asbestos-related work and disposing 

of asbestos or ACM are some other topics that both regulation and the code giving 

information about. 
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Part six of the code is about managing exposure to the asbestos or ACM that contains 

some methods to reduce the exposure to the asbestos by measuring the exposure 

standard, health monitoring, training workers about asbestos or ACM and limiting use 

of equipment. 

Last part of the code is the most important part of it and it is about controlling the risks 

in relation with asbestos which are removing asbestos, enclosing asbestos, 

encapsulation and sealing asbestos, tools and equipment, Safe work practices, personal 

protective equipment, laundering clothing and cleaning up. 

How to safely remove asbestos code of practice starts with introduction part which 

give information about duty holder of managing and controlling of asbestos and 

asbestos containing materials and meaning of key terms used in this code. Pursuant to 

regulation 419 “of WHS regulation the employer must not carry out, or direct or allow 

a worker to carry out, work involving asbestos. Part 8.7 of WHS Regulation is also 

about asbestos removal work. 

 Managing risks associated with asbestos is the next chapter and explains about the 

Objects are involved in managing risks, Identifications when asbestos is at the 

workplace, Assuming asbestoses or asbestos containing materials in present, arranging 

samples to identify asbestos, indicating the presence of asbestos in the workplace and 

assuming the risk of exposure. Asbestos registering is another important issue that is 

about making documents that lists all identified (or assumed) asbestos in a workplace 

to take them under control. The code continues with highlighting the asbestos 

management plan and the ways of reweaving and Assessing of it. Managing risk are 

not limited to the mentioned issues on second chapter and the continues with focusing 

on the managing of other asbestos-related risk which are  NOA, contaminated sites, 

asbestos-related work and disposing of asbestos that is referred to other code of 

practice about safety remove of asbestos. 

Managing exposure to asbestos is another chapter to measuring the exposure standards, 

health monitoring, training workers about asbestos and limited use of equipment 

against asbestos. Controlling the risks always plays an important role that is why this 

code is finished with. Controlling by using personal protective equipment, laundering 

cloths and cleaning up are vital and the other terms for removing, enclosing, 

encapsulation, and sealing asbestos and so on. are explained in How to safely remove 
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asbestos code of practice. Appendix of the code contains some extra information about 

sampling processes and warning signs and labels with some other templates and 

examples. 

The Turkish “Health and safety precautions working with asbestos “code starts with a 

definition parts which give some information about kinds of asbestos and defining the 

asbestos removal specialist. Second part starts with article 5 that prohibits the 

importing, producing, selling and using of asbestos and ACM. According to sixth 

article the employer is obliged to make risks assessment and air monitoring about the 

asbestos and consult with workers this articles permits to work with asbestos or ACM 

in some limited tasks if the amount of asbestos in the air is in the standard ranges. 

Article 7 and 8 of Turkish code are about Dismantling, demolition, repair, maintenance 

and removal works related to asbestos. According to these articles: 

 This kind of works should be done under the supervision of asbestos removal 

specialist. 

 In the condition, that the amount of asbestos in the air is not in the standard 

range the employer must provide personal protection equipment, warning 

signs and controlling the asbestos containing dust in the workplace. 

Notifying the Turkish Employment Agency before Dismantling and demolition of 

works, keeping of records, measuring and testing asbestos, exposure standards, 

notification and training the workers and their representatives, health monitoring and 

training programs are other issues that are mention in second section of Turkish code. 

Section three of Turkish code give some information about implementation principles, 

abolished regulations and enforcements. 

Although mentioned topics and issues in Turkish and Australian codes are similar, in 

many cases, Turkish codes have some weakness points. Some disadvantages of 

Turkish code in relation with asbestos are: 

 Turkish code have not mentioned to NOA. 

 Lack of information about renewing the asbestos management plan. 

 Lack of information about reviewing the asbestos register. 

 Lack of information about removing or enclosing asbestos. 
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 Lack of information about cleaning and laundering non-disposable protective 

clothing. 

 Lack of explanatory information or examples. 

 Weak classification of the code and absence of Table of contents.  

Table 2.5 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about working with asbestos. 

Table 2.5: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices 

about working with asbestos. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Both countries codes contain information about: 

 Defining the asbestos removal specialist. 

 Obligation to make risks assessment and air 

monitoring. 

 Permits to work with asbestos limited tasks and in 

standard ranges. 

 Dismantling, demolition, repair, maintenance and 

removal works related to asbestos. 

 Notifying the Turkish Employment Agency 

before Dismantling and demolition of works. 

 Providing PPE, warning signs and controlling the 

asbestos containing dust at the workplace. 

 Keeping of records. 

 Informing and training the workers. 

 Turkish code have not mentioned to NOA. 

 Lack of information of Turkish code about: 

 Renewing the asbestos management plan. 

 Reviewing the asbestos register. 

 Removing or enclosing asbestos. 

 Cleaning and laundering non-disposable protective 

clothing. 

 Weak classification of Turkish codes. 

 Absence of Table of contents in Turkish codes. 

2.3.3. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about confined space 

A confined space means an enclosed or partially enclosed space that: 

 is not designed or intended primarily to be occupied by a person; and 

 is, or is designed or intended to be, at normal atmospheric pressure while any 

person is 

 in the space; and 

 Is or is likely to be a risk to health and safety. 

Pursuant to regulation 66 of WHS Regulation employer must manages risks to health 

and safety associated with a confined space at a workplace including risks associated 
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with entering, working in, on or in the vicinity of the confined space (including a risk 

of a person inadvertently entering the confined space). 

According to table 2.6, Part 4.3 of Australian WHS regulation is about confined 

Spaces. Additionally, there is a code of practice about confined space that helps to 

determine when a space is a ‘confined space’, what the potential hazards are and how 

to eliminate or minimize the risks when carrying out work in a confined space (Safe 

Work Australia, 2011). 

Table 2.6: Available codes of practices about confined spaces in Australia and  

Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Confined Spaces Code of practice. ( ISBN 978-

0-642-33313-1) 

 Part 4.3 of WHS Regulation about confined 

space  

- 

Australian WHS Regulation and code about this part mention to: 

 The requirements in managing risks. 

 Role of designers, manufacturers and suppliers in relation with eliminating and 

minimizing the need to enter to confined spaces and confined spaces. 

 Information about identifying the hazards associate with confined spaces 

 Information about assessing the risks. 

 Controlling the risks with recommended hierarchic controls. 

 Information about emergency procedures. 

There is an only article about confined space between Turkish codes but it is not 

satisfying. Article 38 of Occupational Health and Safety in Construction Work code 

under the title of “Special risks” mentions that, workers shouldn’t work  in high risk 

environments with limited air volume but in mandatory conditions and cases they can 

work after taking appropriate measures. Monitoring the worker by other workers 

outside of confined space, and being ready to help in emergency conditions are the 

measures that have been mentioned in this article. Unfortunately not only Turkey 

hasn’t any separated and separated code about confined spaces which is one of the 
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undeniable conditions in construction projects  but also the other OHS codes of Turkey 

haven’t mentioned to this issue. 

Table 2.7 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about confined space. 

Table 2.7: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

confined space. 

Australian codes Turkish code 

 The requirements in managing risks.  

 Role of designers, manufacturers and suppliers 

in relation with eliminating and minimizing the 

risks.  

 Information about identifying the hazards. 

 Information about assessing the risks.  

 Controlling the risks with recommended 

hierarchic controls. 

 Information about emergency procedures. 

 There isn’t specific code about confined spaces 

in Turkish legislation. 

 The Only article about confined space: 

Workers shouldn’t work in high risk environments 

with limited air volume but in mandatory conditions 

they can work after taking appropriate measures. 

2.3.4. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about demolition work 

Demolition is one of the most hazardous construction operations and is responsible for 

more deaths and major injuries than any other activity. The management of demolition 

work is controlled by the Construction Regulations and requires a planning supervisor 

and a health and safety plan. However, if a demolition project is well planned the risks 

of injury and death can be minimized. It should be emphasized that the planning and 

execution of a demolition project should only be done by appropriately competent 

persons (Hughes & Ferrett, 2007). 

Australian Demolition Work Code of Practice and Part 4.6 Demolition work of WHS 

Regulation focus on demolition work. Turkey hasn’t any dedicated and specified code 

about demolition work but there is only two parts on pages 21 and 22 of enclosure 

section (no.75 and 76) in Turkish Occupational Health and Safety in Construction 

Works about this issue (Table 2.8). 

Pursuant to regulation 297 employer must manage risks associated with the carrying 

out of construction work (Safe Work Australia, 2011).  The Australian code is started 

as its custom by introduction and explaining part and is followed by risk management 

process like identifying hazards, assessing the risks, controlling the risks and 

reviewing control measures.  
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Table 2.8: Available codes of practices about demolition Work in Australia and 

Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Demolition Work Code of Practice. (ISBN 978-

0-642-78415-5) 

  Part 4.6 Demolition work of WHS Regulation  

 

 Occupational Health and Safety in Construction 

Work code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE 

GÜVENLİĞİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

05.10.2013, Sayı:28786)-(page 21and 22 :part 75 

and 76)  

Planning the demolition work is the third chapter of this code and is an undeniable part 

of demolition process for minimizing injuries, death and other risks.  

Some important parts of planning is notifying before demolition work. This plan 

contains information about description of the cases, duties of principle contractor and 

designer in demolition work, preparation of safe work method statement before 

demolition work, demolition licensing (which is required in some cases), asbestos 

registers and licensing, adjacent or adjoining buildings and essential services (include 

the supply of gas, water, sewerage, telecommunications, electricity, chemicals and so 

on). 

Pursuant to regulation 142, the employer who proposes to carry out the following 

demolition work must give written notice to the regulator at least 5 days before any of 

the following work commences:  

 Demolition of a structure, or a part of a structure that is load bearing or 

otherwise related to the physical integrity of the structure, that is at least 6 

meters in height. 

 Demolition work involving load shifting machinery on a suspended floor. 

 Demolition work involving explosives (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

About underground essential services, regulation 304 highlights that: 

Where there are underground essential services that may be disturbed by the work, 

the demolition contractor must take all reasonable steps to obtain current 

information on the services prior to commencing work and:  

 Have regard for the information. 
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 Keep the information readily available for inspection under the WHS law.  

 Make the information available to any principal contractor and subcontractors. 

 Retain the information until the excavation is completed or, if there is a 

notifiable incident relating to the excavation, 2 years after the incident occurs 

(Safe Work Australia, 2011).  

Chapter four of Australian code describes controlling risks in demolition work. 

Controlling risks are studied in some sub sections about Hazardous chemicals and 

materials ,securing the work area, the plant and equipment (that are typically used in 

demolition work), using of powered mobile plant(such as cranes), excavators and 

bulldozers in demolition works, removal of debris, managing the risks of falls, 

managing the risks Electricity, Fire prevention and ensuring the provision of any 

information, training, instruction and supervision  to protect all persons from 

demolition risks. 

About hazardous chemicals and materials, Regulation 49 highlight that: 

Employer must ensure that no person at the workplace is exposed to a substance or 

mixture in an airborne concentration that exceeds the exposure standard for the 

substance or mixture (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Demolition methods is titled as fifth chapter of Australian code and separate them to 

four categories, Manual demolition, mechanical demolition, induced collapse which 

involves the systematic removal of key structural members and the application and 

Using explosives. 

Demolition of special structures are sixth chapter with the means of controlling the 

risks in pre and post-tensioned concrete, fire-damaged, ruinous and structurally 

unsound buildings or structures, lift shafts, Basements, cellars, vaults, domes and 

arched roofs, masonry and brick arches, independent chimneys and spires, pylons and 

masts, prefabricated concrete panels, facade retention and storage tanks and pipelines. 

Some useful appendixes are existed in final part for definition, complementary 

information about demolition plant and engineering investigation considerations. 

In Turkish code about demolition work there is only two article (part 75 and 76 of 

Forth enclosure) in Turkish OHS in Construction work (page 21 and 22). 

Based on Part 75-In demolition works following provisions should apply: 
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1. Essential services like gas, water, electricity should be shut off before 

demolition work and securing area should planned. 

2. Related provisions and standards should be used in demolition works. 

3. Proper demolition methods, precautions, equipment and tools should be used. 

4.  Demolition work should run under the supervision of competent person 

specified by employer. 

5. Dust controlling during demolition work, removing of construction materials, 

debris, and transporting them that should be done in a proper and safe way 

(Ministery of labour and social security of Turkey, 2013). 

76- In demolition of asbestos containing buildings and structures following provision 

should applied: 

1- Identifying asbestos containing materials before demolition and obtaining 

information from owner if it is required. 

2- Using of health and safety precautions working with asbestos Turkish code 

when there is asbestos risks (Ministery of labour and social security of Turkey, 

2013). 

In compairing both countries codes of practices about demolition work, as it told befor, 

Australian code has studies related issues more deeply and carfully than Turkish. 

Turkish code has some cetain lackt that should be keep under the study for updating 

and upgrading the new version of its code about demolition work. 

Unfortunately not only Turkey hasn’t any specific and separated code about 

demolition work ,which is one of the undeniable process in construction projects, but 

also the information about this issue are very limited and insufficient. Limited and 

insufficient study of the issues lead to leave hesitation and uncertainty conditions or 

question about the issues. As an instance, there is no information about what the proper 

demolition methods, precautions and equipment exactly are. In addition, specifications 

of competent person (that are mentioned in third and fourth items of part 75 about 

demolition work in related Turkish code) is unclear. Since demolition works are the 

source of too many injuries and informing and educating of operators and workers are 

some major aspects issues as preventing tools, the Turkish code should be upgraded to 

cover all aspects of this subject.Table 2.9 demonstrates the summary of comparison 

between Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about demolition work. 
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Table 2.9: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

demolition work. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information about:: 

• Shutting off essential services before demolition 

work. 

• Demolition work should run under the supervision of 

competent person. 

• Dust controlling during demolition work 

• Removing of construction materials and transporting. 

• Using of Related provisions and standards. 

• Using Proper demolition methods, precautions, 

equipment and tools. 

• Identifying ACM before demolition. 

• Lack of information in Turkish code about: 

 Preparation of pre-demolition plan.  

 Notifying before demolition work with 

description of the cases, duties of principle 

contractor. 

 Demolition licensing.  

 Neighbour buildings. 

 Hazardous chemicals and materials. 

 Securing the work area. 

 Using of powered mobile plant. 

 Managing the risks of falls, electricity and fire 

prevention. 

 Ensuring the provision of any information, 

training, instruction and supervision. 

 Demolition methods. (Manual demolition, 

mechanical demolition, induced collapse) 

 Demolition of special structures (post-tensioned 

concrete, fire-damaged and so on.). 

• Weak classification of the code and absence of Table 

of contents. 

2.3.5. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about excavation work 

Excavation work is an essential part of the construction process and one of the most 

hazardous works. Building foundations and installation of drainage, sewage and other 

services require trenches to be excavated. Because it is a hazardous operation, several 

people are killed or seriously injured each year while working in excavations. Many 

are killed or injured by excavation wall collapses and falls of materials, others by 

contact with buried services. Excavation work has to be properly planned, managed, 

supervised and carried out to prevent accidents and ill health to workers. A recent 

survey of accidents has shown that there are on average seven fatalities each year in 

excavation work. Over a 5-year period, the survey showed that fatal and major injuries 

to workers who were working in excavations were caused by the following events: 

 Struck by falling or flying object, including earth (23%) 

 Struck by a construction vehicle or plant (15%) 

 Falling into excavation or from ladders or working platforms (14%) 

 Contact with electricity (12%) 
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 Trapped by a collapse of earth or materials (11%) 

 Other (25%) (Hughes & Ferrett, 2007). 

Table 2.10 shows the available codes of practices about excavation work in Australia 

and Turkey. According to the Australian excavation code of practice excavation work 

generally means work involving the removal of soil or rock from a site to form an open 

face, hole or cavity using tools, machinery or explosives (Safe Work Australia, 2012). 

Table 2.10: Available codes of practices about excavation work in Australia and 

Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Excavation Work Code of Practice. (ISBN 

978-0-642-785442) 

 Third division of part 6.3 of WHS Regulation 

“Excavation work” 

 Occupational Health and Safety in 

Construction Work code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE 

İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE GÜVENLİĞİ 

YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 05.10.2013, 

Sayı:28786) -(Forth Enclosure - part 62 to 74 

of pages 20 and 21) 

The Australian excavation work codes of practice classification is too similar to 

Demolition work code. According to regulation 305 employer must manage risks to 

health and safety associated with excavation work (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

The Australian code is started as its custom by introduction and explaining part that is 

followed by risk management process like identifying hazards, assessing the risks, 

controlling the risks and reviewing control measures. 

Pursuant to regulation 305 employer must manage risks to health and safety associated 

with excavation work before the work commences, including the risk of: 

 A person falling into an excavation 

 A person being trapped by the collapse of an excavation 

 A person working in an excavation being struck by a falling thing 

 A person working in an excavation being exposed to an airborne contaminant. 

To manage the risks, all relevant matters must be considered including: 

 The nature of the excavation 

 The nature of the excavation work, including the range of possible methods of 

carrying out the work 
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 The means of entry into and exit from the excavation (if applicable) (Safe Work 

Australia, 2011). 

Third chapter of Australian code is “planning the excavation work”. It contains duties 

of principle contractor and designer in excavation work, preparation of safe work 

method statement before excavation work, adjacent building or structures to avoid 

effects on security or stability of any part of a structure, essential services include the 

supply of gas, water, sewerage, telecommunications, electricity, chemicals , securing 

the work area and emergency plan. 

Regulation 304  highlights that a person with management or control of the workplace 

must, before directing or allowing work to commence, take all reasonable steps to 

obtain current underground essential services information about the areas at the 

workplace where the excavation work is to be carried out. They must also obtain 

information about underground essential services in areas adjacent to the site of 

excavation and have regard for all of the information (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Pursuant to regulation 306, employer who proposes to excavate a trench at least 1.5 m 

deep, must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the work area is secured 

from unauthorized access (including inadvertent entry) (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Controlling in excavation works is the fourth chapter of this code and consist of some 

important issues about controlling information and terms. Excavated material and 

loads near excavations (with some visual important information), Plant and equipment, 

power mobile plant, falls, using explosives, Atmospheric conditions and ventilation, 

manual work and information, training, instruction and supervision are some parts 

which are studied in fourth part. 

Fifth chapter continues with excavation methods. They are classified in three 

categories: Trenching, tunneling and shafts methods. 

Based on regulation 306 a person conducting a business or undertaking who proposes 

to excavate a trench at least 1.5m deep, must minimize the risk to any person arising 

from the collapse of the trench by ensuring that all sides of the trench are adequately 

supported by one or more of the following:  

 Shoring by shielding or other comparable means (for example, boxing). 

 Benching. 
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 Battering (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Last part of Australian code is about preventing ground collapse and the ways of 

controlling the risk of ground collapse. Benching and battering, Shoring and removal 

shoring supports, shield and boxes, other ground support methods and regular 

inspection are some mentioned methods.  

Acceding to table 3.7 some articles of Turkish occupational Health and Safety in 

Construction Works code (Forth Enclosure parts 62 to74 in pages 20 and 21) are about 

demolition work. Following issues are mentioned about controlling risks of excavation 

work in this code: 

 Adjacent buildings or structures 

 Underground essential services 

 Fencing and installing warning signs around excavated area 

 Battering 

 Atmosphere condition and ventilation 

 Obtaining information about area condition, water source distance (if 

existed ) and nearby loads before excavation works 

 Proper access ways include enters and exits 

 Selecting an experienced responsible by employer for excavation work 

 Preventing falls 

 Controlling and checking up excavated area  

 Dust risk and related measures 

 Crossing bridge 

 Benching 

 Excavated material and loads near excavations 

 Tunneling hazards like fire or explosion  

 Communication System in tunneling work 

 Exit signs of tunneling work 

 Using explosives 

Although Turkish regulation mention to some risk and controlling about them, they 

are not sufficient. Numerous methods and controlling risk measures like preparing 

emergency plan, information about plant and equipment, manual task risks, training; 

explaining of excavation methods like shafts, Tunneling and trenching; shoring and 
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removal shoring supports, shield and boxes have been omitted in Turkish code about 

this important process of all construction projects. Additionally the lack of visual 

materials like diagrams, pictures and so on in Turkish code is reported. 

Table 2.11 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about excavation work. 

Table 2.11: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

excavation work. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information 

about: 

• Adjacent buildings or structures. 

• Underground essential services. 

• Fencing and installing warning signs 

around excavated area  

• Battering and benching. 

• Atmosphere condition and ventilation  

• Obtaining information about area 

condition, water source distance and 

nearby loads. 

• Proper access ways include enters and 

exits  

• Selecting an experienced responsible. 

• Preventing falls. 

• Controlling checking up excavated area. 

• Dust risk and related measures. 

• Crossing bridge. 

• Excavated material and loads near 

excavations. 

• Tunnelling hazards like fire or explosion. 

• Communication System in tunnelling 

work.  

• Exit signs of tunnelling work. 

• Using explosives. 

• Lack of comprehensive information of 

Turkish code about: 

 Preparing emergency plan. 

 Plant and equipment. 

 Manual task risks. 

 Training in excavation works. 

 Explaining of excavation methods 

like shafts, Tunnelling and trenching. 

 Shoring and removal shoring 

supports, shield and boxes. 

 Lack of visual materials. 

• Weak classification of the code and 

absence of Table of contents. 

2.3.6. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about risk of fall 

Falls are the most frequent accidents on construction job sites. From the analysis of 

fall accidents in the construction industry, it is obvious that falls are the cause of many 

serious injuries and fatalities. Hazards on sites that may cause falls should be detected 

through rigorous examinations of construction sites and eliminated through effective 

preventive approaches. The accumulation of information on past accidents can 

disclose which hazards are most common on construction sites. Operations susceptible 
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to falls include roofing, erecting structural steel and exterior carpentry. Falls are often 

associated with workers on roofs, scaffolds, ladders, and floors with openings. 

Occupations such as construction laborers, roofers, carpenters, and structural 

metalworkers are commonly involved in falls and should be specifically addressed 

through fall prevention efforts. It should also be noted that fall hazards and human 

errors at elevations of less than 9.15 m (30 feet), where over half the falls originated, 

warrant particular attention in terms of hazard analysis and safety inspections (Zhou 

& Pang, 2003). 

Table 2.12 describes available codes of practices about risk of fall in Australia and 

Turkey. This issue have been mentioned in part 4.4 of WHS Regulation of Australia 

and two different codes of practices which are: 

a) Managing the risk of fall at workplaces code of practice in 51 pages. 

b) Preventing falls in housing construction code of practice in 45 pages. 

Whereas Turkey has not any separated code about prevention of falling. “Working in 

height” topic (part 1 to 6 and 79 of forth enclosure) of Turkish Occupational Health 

and Safety in Construction Works code contains some articles about controlling the 

risk of falls. Though the conclusion is clear before code comparison of both countries, 

reviewing of codes is useful.  

Table 2.12: Available codes of practices about risk of fall in Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Managing the risk of fall at Workplaces code 

of practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33297-4) 

 Preventing Falls in Housing Construction 

code of practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33390-2) 

 Part 4.4 of WHS regulation “Falls” 

 Occupational Health and Safety in Construction 

Work code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI 

VE GÜVENLİĞİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi 

Gazete: 05.10.2013, Sayı:28786) - (Forth 

Enclosure-part 1 to 6 of  pages 8 and 9 and part 

79 of page 22) 

a) Managing the risk of fall at workplaces code of practice  of Australia: 

Managing the risk of fall at workplaces code of practice consist of 10 main chapters 

and are followed by two appendixes. In Australian classification, all codes start with 

introduction part and it is about duties, responsibilities, meaning of key terms and some 

requirements before entering to the subject. 

Regulation 78, which is about management of falling risk, highlights that: 
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Employer must manage risks to health and safety associated with a fall by a person 

from one level to another that is reasonably likely to cause injury to the person or any 

other person (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

 Second part of this Australian code is about the managing the risk of fall focusing on 

ways of identifying fall hazards, assessing the risk, controlling the risk and reviewing 

control measures. Work on the ground or on a solid construction seems unrelated issue 

but it is the third chapter and suggests the replacement of working in height by these 

working conditions (as much as it is possible) for eliminating the risk. This part 

contains too many effective figures that show some conditions and useful information 

about barriers, protection of openings and holes, surface and gradient, entry and exit 

of solid construction. 

Based on regulation 78, solid construction means an area that has: 

 a surface that is structurally capable of 

 supporting all persons and things that may be 

 located or placed on it; and 

 barriers around its perimeter and any openings to prevent a fall; and 

 an even and readily negotiable surface and gradient; and 

 A safe means of entry and exit (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

According to regulation 79 employer must minimize the risk of a fall by providing 

adequate protection against the risk in accordance with this regulation (Safe Work 

Australia, 2011). 

Forth chapter is describes fall prevention devices in three categories: 

 Temporary work platforms like scaffolding, suspended scaffold, elevating 

work platforms, work boxes, building maintenance units. 

 Perimeter guard rails  

 Safety mesh 

Five chapter is about work positioning systems like industrial rope access system and 

restraint technique to prevent falling and contains useful figures to demonstrate the 

conditions and right ways of using. 

Sixth chapter of the code is about fall-arrest systems, the systems that safely stop 

fallings and reduce the impact of the fall, and the conditions of benefiting from this 
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system. Catch platforms, industrial safety nets, individual fall-arrest systems and 

anchorage lines and rails are four mentioned systems of this part. 

Seventh part of the code related to one of the main reasons of falling that is using 

ladders. Thus, this issue is studied in separated chapter. Controlling the risks about 

potable ladders, fixed ladders and ladder maintenance are described for satisfying 

health and safety demands and goals in this part. 

Administrative controls, emergency procedures for falls and design of plant and 

structure are chapter eight, nine and ten respectively. Administrative controls 

supporting other control measures and include ‘no go’ areas, permit systems, the 

sequencing of work and safe work procedures. Emergency procedures for falls is about 

appropriate emergency procedures and facilities therefore a separated first aids code 

of practices are prepared for this demand. At first glance, design of plant and structure 

is far from the occupational health and safety measures but should be done by health 

and safety responsible. This item is about consideration of the potential risk of falls 

earlier (when designing the plant or structures), and it could help OHS responsible to 

warn the plant and structure designers to troubleshooting the faults. These parts also 

contains very useful figures to demonstrate the mentioned matters.  

b) Preventing falls in housing construction code of practice: 

This code has some similar regulations with Managing the risk of fall at workplaces 

code of practice but the focus of this code is on housing constructions and the safe 

work methods for common tasks of these projects. Although managing the risk of fall 

at workplaces code of practice is more comprehensive and covers the similar part with 

additional information, the biggest advantage of preventing falls in housing 

construction code of practice is including some checklists for each part, figures for 

demonstrating the safe working conditions and the proper way of common tasks. Since 

first seven chapters are similar in both codes of practice, the last two chapter will be 

study. Chapter eight is about safe work methods for common tasks and identifies 

common tasks in the construction and describes methods for eliminating and 

minimizing the risk of falls in related tasks. Mentioned task are: 

 Floor laying 

 Fixing ceiling joists and upper level floor joist 

 Guarding openings 
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 Wall framing 

 Installing prefabricated roof trusses 

 Constructing conventional or stick roof 

 Fixing roof battens to trusses 

 Installing of battens 

Ninth chapter is about roofing tasks and gives basic advice on the provision of fall 

protection for roofing construction work. The objects of study are: 

 Critical angle 

 Access and egress 

 Guardrail systems for roofing work 

 Catch platforms 

 Steep roofs 

 Installing of sarking – tile roofing 

 Installing of perimeter battens – metal roofing 

 Fixing fascias  and gutters 

The appendix parts of this code consist of two items about referenced documents and 

further readings and timber scaffolds. 

Falls were clearly the dominant cause among the injuries. The specific causes of the 

falls were evaluated. Of the 508 fatalities that were the result of falls, the most common 

causes are listed in order of occurrence as follows: 

1. Off Roof 

2. Collapse of Scaffolding 

3. Off Scaffolding 

4. Collapse of Structure 

5. Through Floor Opening 

6. Off Ladder 

7. Off Structure 

8. Through Roof Opening 

9. Off Edge of Open Floor 

10. Off Beam Support (Hinze & Russell, 1995). 
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In Turkish articles associate with working in height are general and cover some 

primary precautions which are not sufficient for covering the needs of vast 

construction industry of Turkey. 

Table 2.13 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about risk of fall. 

Table 2.13: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

risk of fall. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 Both countries codes contain information 

about: 

 Preparation of Pre-work and emergency 

planning. 

 Proper and safe accessing. 

 Using barriers, perimeter guard rails, nets and 

fall prevention devices. 

 Periodic controlling and maintenance of related 

equipment. 

 Using rope and safety belt. 

 Covering openings. 

 Informing and training workers. 

 Measures about falling objects. 

 

 Lack of Comprehensive information of 

Turkish code about: 

 Fall prevention devices. 

 Work positioning systems like Industrial 

rope access systems and Restraint 

technique. 

 Different types of fall arrest systems. 

 Using different types of ladders. 

 Administrative controls (‘no go’ areas, 

permit systems, the sequencing of work and 

safe work procedures). 

 Design of plant and structure for 

minimizing the risks of falls. 

 Lack of visual material and elements. 

• Weak classification of the code and absence of 

Table of contents. 

2.3.7. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about work environment and facilities 

Work environment and its condition has a direct impact on the physical and mental 

conditions of the workers and other employees. This issue is one of the most important 

subject that should be considered in all industries.According to the Table 2.14 Turkey 

mentions to work environment and facilities in two different codes while Australia has 

a specific code about this important issue. 

Similar Turkish codes for Australian “Managing the Work Environment and Facilities 

code of practice” are “ health and safety precautions in workplaces and environment 

code” and forth enclosure of “occupational health and safety in construction works”. 

Australian codes are very comprehensive and gives a good vision about required 

facilities in work environments and offices. Although, Turkish codes about work 

environment and facilities are successful and cover all subjects (that are mentioned in 
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Australian codes of practices), it would be better to collect all the articles about 

workplace under a single code to ease the access of the user and avoid messy look of 

the code. 

Table 2.14: Available codes of practices about work environment and facilities in 

Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Managing the Work Environment and Facilities Code of 

Practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33295-0) 

 Second division of Part  3.2 of WHS Regulation, 

“General working environment” 

 Health and safety precautions in Workplace and Work 

Environment code (İŞYERİ BİNA VE 

EKLENTİLERİNDE ALINACAK SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ÖNLEMLERİNE İLİŞKİN YÖNETMELİK. 

Resmi Gazete:17.07.2013, Sayı:28710)  

 Occupational Health and Safety in Construction Work 

code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE GÜVENLİĞİ 

YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 05.10.2013, Sayı:28786) 

(Forth Enclosure ) 

. Table 2.15 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about work environment and facilities. 

Table 2.15: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

work environment and facilities. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Both countries codes contain information about: 

• The work environment: 

 Entry and exit  

 Housekeeping 

 Work areas 

 Floors and other surfaces 

 Workstations 

 Lighting  

 Air quality 

 Heat and cold 

• Welfare facilities: 

 Access to facilities 

 Drinking water  

 Toilets 

 Hand washing 

 Dining facilities  

 Personal storage 

 Change rooms 

 Shower facilities 

• Accommodation 

• Emergency plan 

• In some cases Australian code gives decisive 

solutions while Turkish code only mentioned by the 

word “proper” for providing facilities. 

• Weak classification of Turkish code and absence of 

Table of contents. 
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In some cases Australian codes giving absolute solutions and recommendation while 

the Turkish regulation only mentioned by the word “proper” for providing facilities 

without defining this term in any part of the code 

2.3.8. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about hazardous manual tasks 

According to table 2.16, Hazardous manual tasks code of practice and manual handling 

work regulation are the regulations about manual tasks for Australia and Turkey to 

eliminating and minimizing the related risks.  

Table 2.16: Available codes of practices about hazardous manual tasks in Australia 

and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Hazardous Manual Tasks code of practice. 

(ISBN 978-0-642-33307-0) 

 Part 4.2 of WHS Regulation, “Hazardous 

Manual Tasks” 

 Manual handling code. (ELLE TAŞIMA 

İŞLERİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

24.07.2013, Sayı:28717) 

The Australian 52 pages code identifying hazardous manual tasks and controlling the 

risks of workers being affected by musculoskeletal disorders.  

The term musculoskeletal disorder denotes health problems of the apparatus of 

locomotion, as an instance muscles, tendons, the skeleton, cartilage, the vascular 

system, ligaments and nerves (Schneider & Irastorza, 2010). 

 Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) include all musculoskeletal 

disorders that are induced or aggravated by work and the circumstances of its 

performance. Construction is predominantly physical in nature, usually executed in 

uncomfortable environments and at a fast pace. Workers in this industry require 

physical stamina as daily tasks often require prolonged standing, bending, stooping, 

working in crowded spaces, and lifting or carrying heavy objects. A wide variety of 

tools may be used and work may be executed in unfavorable weather and 

environmental conditions. These factors may place varying amounts of stress on the 

musculoskeletal system (muscles, joints, tendons, ligaments, nerves) of the worker 

(Inyang, et al., 2012). 
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As its custom, Australian code starts with introduction and identifying hazardous 

manual tasks in first two chapters. Introduction section contains definitions, 

information about duties holders and requirements to manage related risks. Identifying 

hazardous manual tasks and characteristics of hazardous manual tasks are studied in 

second chapter that is one of the key chapters of this code. 

Based on Regulation 60, employer must manage risks to health and safety relating to 

a musculoskeletal disorder associated with a hazardous manual task (Safe Work 

Australia, 2011). 

Assessing the risk is next chapter that involves conditions that the risk assessments 

should be conducted, the ways of risk assessment for hazardous manual tasks, the risk 

factors and studying about source of the risks. One of the most important part of this 

code is controlling the risk chapter and involves following parts: 

 The hierarchy way of control 

 Purchasing to eliminate or minimize risks 

 Changing the design or layout of work areas 

 Changing the nature, size, weight or number of items handled 

 Using mechanical aids that help workers to lift, carry or support items like 

conveyers, cranes, lift tables, trolley and so on. 

 Changing the system of work. 

 Changing the work environment by using the measures by controlling exposure 

to vibration, cold, heat, humidity, windy conditions; keeping work areas like 

floors and surfaces clean and tidy and selecting lighting suited to task.  

 Using administrative control measures like job rotation, rest breaks and team 

handling 

 Implementing control measures 

There are some useful appendixes for risk management process for manual tasks, 

hazardous manual task identification worksheet, discomfort survey which can help 

identify hazardous manual tasks, risk assessment worksheet, controlling MSD risks 

trough design and references for further risk assessment methods. 

Turkish codes as it could be understood from its title is only about manual handling 

work and does not contain other hazardous tasks and items that could lead to 

musculoskeletal disorders in the same code.  
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Australian code of practice about hazardous manual tasks follows its common style 

and policy of writing. Identifying hazards, Assessing and controlling the risks are three 

main steps of all Australian codes and in many cases Australian codes owes its success 

to the awesome classification feature. Besides Australia is benefited from visual 

elements for transferring information. Turkish classification is weak and need to be 

upgraded. Additionally the lack of visual items like figures and diagrams is reported 

about Turkish code.  

Table 2.17 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about hazardous manual tasks. 

Table 2.17: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

hazardous manual tasks. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain 

information about: 

• Changing the design or layout of 

work areas  

• Changing the nature, size, weight 

or number of items handled. 

• Using mechanical aids that help 

workers to lift, carry or 

support.)conveyers, cranes, lift 

tables, trolley and so on.  (  

• Changing the system of work. 

• Changing the work environment 

by using the measures by 

controlling exposure to vibration, 

cold, heat, humidity, windy 

conditions. 

• Keeping work areas like floors 

and surfaces clean and tidy and 

selecting lighting suited to task.  

• Using administrative control 

measures like job rotation, rest 

breaks and team handling. 

• Informing and training workers. 

• Turkish code is only about manual 

handling works.  

• Turkish code does not contain 

other hazardous tasks that could 

lead to musculoskeletal disorders 

in same code. 

• Turkish classification is weak and 

need to be upgraded.  

• Lack of visual items is reported in 

Turkish code. 

 

2.3.9. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about managing risks of plant in the workplace 

One of the impressive risks, which cause death and injuries that should be controlled, 

is plant of workplaces that includes any machinery, equipment, appliance, container, 

implement and tool. According to table 2.18, Australian managing risks of plant in the 

workplace code of practice, Chapter five of WHS Regulation with the title of “Plants 

and Structures” and Turkish health and safety terms of using Work equipment and 

machinery code focus on this issue. 
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Like other Australian codes of this code starts with introduction part for defining the 

used terms of the code, determining duties and responsible parties, requirements to 

manage plant risks and some useful information about registering plant to ensure that 

it is inspected and safe to operate . 

Table 2.18: Available codes of practices about managing risks of plant in the 

workplace in Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Managing Risks of Plant in the Workplace Code of 

practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33349-0) 

 Chapter 5 of WHS Regulation -“Plant and 

Structures” 

 Health and safety terms of using Work Equipment 

code. ( İŞ EKİPMANLARININ KULLANIMINDA 

SAĞLIK VE GÜVENLİK ŞARTLARI 

YÖNETMELİĞİ.Resmi Gazete: 25.04.2013, 

Sayı:28628 ) 

Based on regulation 203, a person with management or control of plant at a workplace 

must manage risks to health and safety associated with the plant (Safe Work Australia, 

2011). 

 Risk assessment is next chapter and focusing on identifying hazards, assessing the 

risks, controlling risks, maintaining and reviewing risk control measures. 

Third chapter is involved with controlling risks from purchase to disposal. Since many 

plant related injuries and illness are due to selecting of inappropriate plants, purchasing 

and hiring plant conditions is mentioned in this part too.  

According to regulation 199, a supplier of second-hand plant must ensure, so far as is 

reasonably practicable, that any faults in the plant are identified. Before plant is 

supplied, the supplier of second-hand plant must ensure that the person to whom the 

plant is supplied is given written notice of: 

 the condition of the plant 

 any faults identified, and 

 If appropriate, that the plant should not be used until the faults are rectified 

(Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Installing and commissioning of plant is also a critical factor that should be considered 

in first steps and is listed in this chapter. 

In relation with Installing and commissioning regulation 204 highlights that a person 

with management or control of plant at a workplace must ensure that: 
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 plant is not commissioned unless the person has established that the plant is 

without risks to the health and safety of any person 

 the person installing or commissioning the plant is a competent person, and is 

provided with all the information necessary to minimize risks to health and 

safety, and 

 the processes for the installation, construction and commissioning of plant 

include inspections that ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the risks are 

monitored (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

The importance of instruction, training and supervision of the plant is clear to everyone 

and this information should be provided for the users before using a plant in workplace. 

Using plant in the workplace is the next issue of this chapter and is mentioned to 

highlight the choosing of competent operator to prevent of putting themselves or others 

at risk and requirement of licensed operators in high-risk works. In relation with using 

plant, Regulations 205 and 206 highlight that a person with management or control of 

plant at a workplace must:  

 prevent unauthorized alterations to or interference with the plant  

 take all reasonable steps to ensure the plant is only used for the purpose for 

which it is designed, unless a competent person has assessed that the proposed 

use does not increase the risk to health and safety, and  

 ensure all safety features, warning devices, guarding, operational controls, 

emergency stops are used in accordance with instructions and information 

provided  

  Inspection, maintenance, repair and cleaning of plant according to the manufacturer’s 

specifications is another essential requirement for controlling the risks which are 

followed by last issues of this chapter about storing plant in proper way to prevent 

creation of risks for workers and others in workplace and also about process of 

decommissioning and dismantling. 

Based on regulation 213 about inspection, a person with management or control of 

plant at a workplace must ensure that maintenance, inspection, and if necessary testing, 

of plant is carried out by a competent person in accordance with manufacturer’s 

recommendations, or if those are not available, in accordance with recommendations 

of a competent person. If it is not reasonably practicable to comply with the 
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manufacturer’s recommendations or the recommendations of a competent person, the 

inspection and testing must occur annually 

Specific control measures is forth chapter and giving information in accordance with 

preventive risk measures which are: guarding plant, Operator controls of devices, 

Emergency stops controls, warning devices, isolation of energy sources from 

preventing move or start up accidentally. Last chapters of this code are about plant 

registration and keeping record which are followed by useful appendixes for 

registrable plants, Hazard checklist and examples of technical standards. 

Turkish 18 pages code about plants like Australian one contains definition and duties 

in introduction part which are followed by items that shows importance of training of 

operators and worker, instruction of using plant, periodic controlling of plant with a 

table about plant name, controlling periods and standards, records of controls, proper 

ergonomics of plant and its relation with occupational health and safety, consulting 

with workers. In enclosure part of this code is about minimum requirements of plants 

which are mentioned in Australian code too. As an instance , installation and placing 

plant, emergency stop controls, operator controls, guarding plant, maintenance of 

plants, articles about moving equipment or which are moved by another force, issues 

about capsizing of moving equipment (which is related to the designing factors in 

Australian code), isolating of energy source, using of lifting equipment, general 

requirements about plants. 

Comparison of similar code of countries shows that both codes are totally covering 

same issues but some little differences and lacks are reported. Warning devices and 

hiring plants are not mentioned in Turkish code while periodic reports and detailed 

tables like plant name, period of control and related standards of Turkish code gives 

more information than Australian one which does not addressed to the duration of 

controls and relates it to the plants conditions. Some other advantages of Australian 

code are containing register plant issue which ensures that the plant is inspected and 

safe to operate, consisting more visuals items like figures and checklist for helping 

users of the code. Although Turkish code covers too many issues, it has some 

disadvantages. Weak classification, containing some unrelated issues (like working 

with equipment in height or working with scaffolds that is better to be mentioned in 

related parts in occupational health and safety of construction work code) and absence 

of visual items are some weak sides of Turkish code. 
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Table 2.19 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about managing risks of plant in the workplace. In this 

table, it is tried to show a detailed comparison of both countries’ codes of practices 

about the mentiond issue. 

Table 2.19: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

managing risks of plant in the workplace. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information about: 

• Selecting and purchasing plant conditions. 

• Proper ergonomics of plant. 

• Installing and commissioning of plant. 

• Choosing of competent and licensed operator. 

• Informing and training of operators and workers. 

• Keeping records of controls. 

• Using safety features, warning devices, guarding, 

operational controls, emergency stops and isolation 

of energy sources. 

• Periodic controlling of plants. 

• Inspection, maintenance, repair and cleaning of 

plant. 

• Plant registration and keeping record 

• Warning devices are not mentioned in Turkish code. 

• Hiring plants are not mentioned in Turkish code. 

• Weak classification and absence of visual elements 

of Turkish code. 

• Periodic reports and detailed tables of Turkish code 

(like plant name, period of control and related 

standards of Turkish code) gives more information 

than Australian one. 

2.3.10. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about noise and preventing hearing loss at work 

Hazardous noise can destroy the ability to hear clearly and can also make it more 

difficult to hear sounds necessary for working safely, such as instructions or warning 

signals. 

Managing the risks related to noise will assist in (Safe Work Australia, 2011): 

 Protecting workers from hearing loss and disabling tinnitus (ringing in the ears 

or head). 

 Improving the conditions for communication and hearing warning sounds. 

 Creating a less stressful and more productive work environment. 

Noise is one of the important factors that could cause to serious problems and hearing 

loss, therefore both countries contain the regulations about managing and controlling 

this kind of risks. Managing noise and preventing hearing loss at work code of 

Australia, part 4.1 of Australian WHS Regulation and Protection of workers from noise 

related risks code of Turkey are designed and written for eliminating or minimizing 

noise related risks (table 2.20). 
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According to regulation 57, Employer at a workplace must: 

 Manage risks to health and safety relating to hearing loss associated with noise. 

Ensure that the noise that a worker is exposed to at the workplace does not exceed the 

exposure standard for noise (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Table 2.20: Available codes of practices about preventing hearing loss at work in 

Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Managing Noise and Preventing Hearing Loss at Work 

Code of Practice. (ISBN 978-0-642-33305-6) 

 Part 4.1 of WHS Regulation - “ Noise” 

 Protection of workers from noise related risks code. 
(ÇALIŞANLARIN GÜRÜLTÜ İLE İLGİLİ 

RİSKLERDEN KORUNMALARINA DAİR 
YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 28.07.2013, Sayı:28721) 

Australian 46 pages code commences with introduction part which has subsections 

about health and safety duties in relation to noise, key terms meaning of this code and 

requirements to manage the risk of hearing loss. 

Second section is in accordance with noise and its effect on health and safety to specify 

the hazardous noise, reason of occurrence of hearing loss and other effects of noise. 

Third part is a short section to explain about hazards identification ways and some 

information about sound levels that is followed by risk assessment methods as part 

four and gives a comprehensive information about mentioned topic. 

One of the key chapters of this code is controlling the risks as fifth chapter and it is 

about controlling measures and technics against noise related risks. According to this 

part some ways of controlling are:  

 Working through a hierarchy of control to choose the control measure 

 Substituting plant or process to reduce noise like using proper purchasing and 

hiring policy to choose the quietest plant and changing the way of doing a job. 

 Using engineering controls for minimizing noise 

 Isolating the source of noise 

 Using administrative controls 

 Using personal hearing protectors such as ear-muffs or ear-plugs 

 Audiometric testing 

 Information, training and instruction for employees about noise and related 

risks 
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 Implementing and maintaining control measures. Noise management plan may 

help implement the chosen noise control measures effectively. 

Regulation 58 highlights, The Employer who provides the personal protective 

equipment as a control measure must provide audiometric testing for the worker: 

 Within 3 months of the worker commencing the work; and 

 In any event, at least every 2 years (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Sixth part is about reviewing control measure as a feedback policy to make sure 

controlling are useful or not and if necessary use revising acts. 

Last chapter is about the role of designers, manufacturers, suppliers and installers in 

accordance with noise and related risks. These parties can eliminate and minimizing 

the noise risks in the process that are engaged by using noise reduce policy related to 

the plants that will be used in workplaces. Some useful appendixes exists in this code 

like, other cause of hearing loss at workplace appendix, noise hazard identification 

checklist, ready reckoner appendix about  calculating exposure points (which is 

depends on duration of exposure per shift  and sound level), contents of noise 

assessment report appendix and engineering control measures appendix. 

Table 2.21 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about noise and preventing hearing loss. 

Table 2.21: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

noise and preventing hearing loss. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information 

about: 

• Defining noise exposure values and 

standards  

• Substituting plant or process to reduce noise. 

(like using proper purchasing and hiring 

policy to choose the quietest plant and 

changing the way of doing a job) 

• Using engineering controls for minimising 

noise.  

• Isolating the source of noise. 

• Using administrative controls. 

• Using personal hearing protectors. 

• Audiometric testing  

• Information, training of employees. 

• Hierarchic method of controlling the risks 

are recommended by Australian code with 

providing classified detailed information that 

is not seen in Turkish code. 

• Weak classification of Turkish code and 

absence of Table of contents. 
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The first section of Turkish protection of workers from noise related risks code 

(prepared in five pages) contains information about definition and formulation about 

noise exposure values and standards, hazardous noise, assessment of noise related 

risks, prevention and reduction methods of exposure to noise, monitoring by 

audiometric testing and check-ups, informing and training the workers, consulting 

with workers, using personal hearing protectors and maintenance of equipment and 

tools. 

Turkish codes have mentioned to important terms about protection against noise and 

to some extend it is successful but Australian code has a specific view about managing 

and controlling risks. Hierarchic method of controlling the risks by Australian code 

with providing classified detailed information in every steps is a major difference of 

this code. Turkish code just listed some tasks to eliminating or minimizing the risks 

without any classification. 

2.3.11. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about protection against vibration 

Vibration is one of the main hazards of construction industry and can cause serious 

problems and illnesses for workers. Australian law study about vibration under 

hazardous manual task code of practice. According to part 1.1 of WHS regulation, 

hazardous manual task means a task that requires a person to lift, lower, push, pull, 

carry or otherwise move, hold or restrain any person, animal or thing that involves one 

or more of the following: 

 repetitive or sustained force; 

 high or sudden force; 

 repetitive movement;  

 sustained or awkward posture; 

 Exposure to vibration (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Turkish has a separated code about protection of employer against vibration. The 

related codes of both countries are shown in Table 2.22. 

In addition to the issues that are mentioned in part 2.4.8 about musculoskeletal 

disorders, managing and controlling the risks of the hazardous manual tasks, there are 

some part about vibration in hazardous manual tasks code. In identifying hazardous 

manual tasks part of the code the different types of vibration is studied with some 
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examples. Besides in controlling the risks part of mentioned code some method are 

told for eliminating or minimizing the risks. 

Table 2.22: Available codes of practices about protection against vibration in 

Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Hazardous Manual Tasks code of practice. (ISBN 978-

0-642-33307-0) 

 Protection of Employees against Vibration related risks 

code. (ÇALIŞANLARIN TİTREŞİMLE İLGİLİ 

RİSKLERDEN KORUNMALARINA DAİR 

YÖNETMELİK. Resmi Gazete: 22.08.2013, Sayı:28743) 

In controlling the risk part, the code explains some measure about vibration. 

Whole-body vibration – the design of vibration damped equipment and engine 

mountings are the most effective methods of controlling vibration exposure. Other 

strategies to reduce exposure include:  

 Improving vehicle suspension and installation of operator seats mounted on 

suspension systems that incorporate spring and damper elements. 

 Ensuring that equipment and control measures implemented to reduce 

vibration are well maintained. 

 Ensuring workers adjust their seats appropriately and equipment is operated 

within the speed suggested by the manufacturer or to a speed that reduces 

vibration levels. 

 Training workers about the risks associated with whole-body vibration, the 

controls that have been implemented and how they should be used.  

Hand-arm vibration – substitute alternative manufacturing methods or processes to 

eliminate the need for vibrating equipment. Where this is not possible, the best strategy 

is to purchase tools and equipment that produce less vibration (Safe Work Australia, 

2011). 

Table 2.23 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about protection against vibration. 

Turkish protection of employees against vibration related risks code mentions to 

exposure limits about vibration, vibration risks assessment, prevent or reduce exposure 

to vibration, informing and training employees and consulting with worker as an 

employer duty in relation with vibration. 
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Although Australian code Studies about vibration and controlling risk of it, the 

concentration of Turkish code on this issue is better and in more detailed. 

Table 2.23: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

protection against vibration. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information about: 

• Exposure limits about vibration 

• Vibration risks assessment 

• Prevent or reduce exposure to vibration 

• Informing and training employees 

• Vibration and controlling risks of it have studied 

superficially in Australian code.  

  

2.3.12. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about scaffolds and scaffolding work 

Temporary work at height is one of the primary causes of construction accidents that 

result in serious injuries and fatalities. Many of these accidents occur because of falls 

from scaffolding and work platform. Scaffolding as work equipment for the 

performance of temporary work at height is a prime factor in worker safety conditions. 

Consequently, the presence of scaffolding at construction sites, the type of scaffolding 

used, its erection and assembly (stability and safety elements), in addition to its 

operating conditions all strongly affect levels of worker safety. Regarding the 

scaffolding components analyzed for each scaffold type, demonstrate that the most 

significant differences were found in toe boards, accesses, guardrails, and ties. For all 

of these elements, standard scaffolding was found to offer a higher and more 

satisfactory safety level than nonstandard scaffolding. Builders using equipment for 

temporary work at height should prioritize the use of standard scaffolding over 

nonstandard scaffolding. A primary issue here is the cost involved, because standard 

scaffolding is more expensive than nonstandard scaffolding (Rubio-Romero, et al., 

2013). 

According to table 2.24, draft form of Scaffolds and scaffolding work code of practices 

of Australia exists now. This draft form has been approved by Safe Work Australia 

members and is ready for approval by the Select Council on Workplace Relations 

(Ministerial Council). Regulation 225 of WHS regulation is about scaffolding too. 

There is not any Turkish alternative code for mentioned topic but in different Turkish 

codes there are some similar parts like section 4.3 of health and safety terms of using 
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work equipment and machinery regulation and part 17 to 46 of forth enclosure of 

occupational health and safety in construction works code.   

Australian Scaffolds and scaffolding work code of practice begins with introduction 

part about the definition of scaffold and scaffolding works, responsibilities related to 

this issue, the involvement of topic risks and training and other informing types. 

According to regulation 297, employer must manage risks associated with the 

carrying out of construction work. 

 Table 2.24: Available codes of practices about scaffolds and scaffolding work in 

Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Scaffolds and scaffolding work code of 

practice. (Draft) 

 Regulation 225 of WHS Regulation  

 Occupational Health and Safety in Construction 

Work code. (YAPI İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE 

GÜVENLİĞİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi Gazete: 

05.10.2013, Sayı:28786) - (Forth Enclosure-

Articles 16 to 47) 

 Health and safety terms of using Work 

Equipment code. ( İŞ EKİPMANLARININ 

KULLANIMINDA SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ŞARTLARI 

YÖNETMELİĞİ.Resmi Gazete: 25.04.2013, 

Sayı:28628 )-( part 17 to 46 ) 

Second section is about risk management processes like identifying hazards, assessing 

risks, controlling the risks, maintaining and reviewing control measures. Controlling 

measures could be Substitution, isolation, engineering controls and Personal protective 

equipment. 

Third part is about planning of scaffolding work like: scaffolding plan, safe work 

method statement, designers, scaffolding design, adjacent buildings or structures, 

unauthorized access and emergency plan. About scaffold designs, some important 

issues are foundations, supporting structures, tying and anchoring and working 

platforms.  

Forth part in related to scaffolding work which contains detailed and necessary 

controlling information about erecting scaffold safely, dismantling scaffold safely, 

altering a scaffold, falling objects and falls, working near electric lines, powered 

mobile plant and traffic and mixing components from different scaffold systems.  
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Based on Regulation 225, the person with management or control of a scaffold at a 

workplace must ensure that: 

 The scaffold is not used unless the person receives written confirmation from 

a competent person, who has inspected the scaffold, that construction of the 

scaffold has been completed. 

 The scaffold and its supporting structure are inspected by a competent person: 

a. before use of the scaffold is resumed after an incident occurs that may 

reasonably be expected to affect the stability of the scaffold; and 

b. before use of the scaffold is resumed after repairs; and 

c. At least every 30 days. 

 Unauthorized access to the scaffold is prevented while the scaffold is 

incomplete or unattended. 

Fifth section is about controlling risks of specific scaffold types like barricade scaffold, 

tower scaffold, mobile scaffold, Tube and coupler scaffold, frame scaffold, hung 

scaffold, single pole scaffold, suspended (swing-stage) scaffold, other special 

scaffolds, roof work and catch platforms and scaffold for demolition work. 

Six part is about inspecting and maintaining which is undeniable issues for eliminating 

and minimizing the risks which is followed by some appendixes like definitions, high 

risk work license class scaffolding, using a suspended (swing-stage) scaffold safety, 

scaffold inspection checklist and scaffold or inspection certificate. 

Turkish codes also mention to scaffolding plan and related terms about it, scaffold 

design(like foundation, Supporting structures), Scaffold stability, erecting scaffold 

safety terms, dismantling scaffold safely, powered mobile plant, suspended scaffold, 

standards about prefabricated scaffolds, falling objects, inspection and maintenance of 

scaffold. 

According to comparative study of both country’s codes about scaffolding work and 

scaffold Turkish 4 pages code is too short to cover all issues of Australian code of 

practice (for example working near electric lines, controls about various types of 

scaffold, mixing components from different scaffold systems have not studied in 

Turkish code). Weak classification method, lack of visual items and superficial 

studying are some major disadvantages of Turkish code about scaffold. 
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Table 2.25 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about scaffolds and scaffolding work. 

Table 2.25: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

scaffolds and scaffolding work. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information 

about: 

• Scaffolding plan 

• Scaffold design(like foundation, 

Supporting structures) 

• Scaffold stability. 

• Safety terms about erecting and 

dismantling. 

• Powered mobile plant.  

• Suspended scaffold. 

• Standards about prefabricated scaffolds. 

• Falling objects. 

• Inspection and maintenance of scaffold.  

• Lack of information in Turkish code 

about: 

 Working near electric lines. 

 Various types of scaffold. 

 Mixing different scaffold systems. 

• Weak classification method of Turkish 

code. 

• Lack of visual items of Turkish code. 

• Superficial studying of issues in Turkish 

code. 

2.3.13. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about formwork and falsework 

According to Table 2.26, draft form of Australian formwork and falsework code of 

practices exists at the moment and this codes of practices, hasn’t finalized yet but it 

has been approved by Safe Work Australia Members and is ready for approval by the 

Select Council on Workplace Relations (Ministerial Council). Similar issue has been 

studied in part 82 to 89 of forth enclosure (page 23) of Turkish occupational health 

and safety in construction works code. Classification type of this code is similar to 

Scaffolds and scaffolding work code of practice.  

Table 2.26: Available codes of practices about formwork and falsework in Australia 

and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Formwork and falsework code of 

practice. (Draft) 

 Occupational Health and Safety in 

Construction Work code. (YAPI 

İŞLERİNDE İŞ SAĞLIĞI VE 

GÜVENLİĞİ YÖNETMELİĞİ. Resmi 

Gazete: 05.10.2013, Sayı:28786)  

 (Forth Enclosure-part 82 to 91of  page 

23) 
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The introduction part of falsework code of practices consist of the meaning of 

formwork and falsework, duty holder about health and safety in relation to formwork 

and false work, involvement of  managing risks about this topic and information and 

training. Second section is related to risk management process like identifying, 

assessing and controlling risks, maintaining and reviewing control measures play an 

important role as well.  

Third part is about planning and contains the important topics like safe work method 

statements, formwork and falsework design, adjacent buildings or structures, falls, 

working near electric lines, securing the work area and emergency plan.  

Work methods and systems is the main subject of forth part and studied in three 

categories. Traditional and modular formwork systems slip forms, jump forms and 

travelling formwork is these three systems.  

Fifth section is related to issues to control risks of framework and falsework activities 

that are “foundation and footings, erecting formwork and falsework, construction 

formwork, crane and load handling, inspecting and monitoring, stripping formwork 

and dismantling falsework. Construction form work contains too many important 

controlling topics about erecting formwork frames, formwork false deck, intermediate 

platforms, installing bearers, installing joists, fall protection from the formwork deck, 

edge protection on the formwork deck, Perimeter containment screens, laying formply 

on the deck, cantilevers, penetrations, working areas for steel fixers and others and 

changing floor levels”. 

Table 2.27 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about formwork and falsework. 

Sixth chapter is about specific hazard and control measures and contains two parts that 

are wall and column forms and slip, jump and travelling forms. Controlling measures 

for bracing for wind loading, access platforms, lifting methods have been studied in 

first part. Design issues, entry and exit, working platforms and penetrations, trailing 

screens and platforms, climbing the form, Information, instruction and training, Health 

issues and workplace facilities and emergencies with detailed controlling information 

are listed in slip, jump and travelling forms subsection. Appendix part contains 

definition of some terms of this code. 
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Table 2.27: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

formwork and falsework. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain 

information about: 

• Stability of formwork and 

falswork. 

• Foundations and footings,  

• Working areas 

• Warning signs 

• Inspection and monitoring 

• Dismantling falsework and 

• Use of isolation controlling 

risks.  

  

• Lack of information in Turkish 

code about: 

 Formwork and falsework 

design. 

 Adjacent buildings or 

structures. 

 Falling risks. 

 Working near electric lines. 

 Securing the work area. 

 Emergency plan 

 Different work methods and 

systems (Traditional and 

modular systems) 

• Weak classification and absence 

of table of contents of Turkish 

code. 

It is clear that one page of Turkish code about formwork and falsework cannot cover 

all issues of Australian 46 pages code. Some topics that have been studied in Turkish 

regulation about formwork and falsework are “Duty holders, design stability, 

foundations and footings, working areas, warning signs, inspection and monitoring, 

dismantling falsework and use of isolation controlling risks”. 

Like comparison of other codes in previous parts weak classification method, lack of 

visual items are some major and repetitive problems of Turkish codes. 

2.3.14. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about traffic management in workplaces 

Australian Traffic Management in Workplaces code of practices (in 28 pages) is about 

managing health and safety risks associated with traffic in the workplace. Since traffic 

accidents is one of the cause of injuries and fatalities at workplaces, managing and 

controlling related risks is too important. Table 2.28 shows the available codes about 

this issue in Australia and Turkey. Part 3.1.6 of Turkish health and safety terms of 

using work equipment code has some information about traffic management. 

Introduction part describes key terms and duties about traffic management and is 

followed by the second part which is studies risk management process (identifying 
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traffic hazards, assessing the risks, controlling the risks and maintaining and reviewing 

control measures. 

Table 2.28: Available codes of practices about traffic management in workplaces 

in Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Traffic Management in Workplaces code 

of practice.(ISBN 978-1-74361-089-3) 

 Health and safety terms of using Work 

Equipment code. ( 

İŞ EKİPMANLARININ 

KULLANIMINDA SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ŞARTLARI 

YÖNETMELİĞİ.Resmi Gazete: 

25.04.2013, Sayı:28628 )-(part 3.1.6) 

The last part explains some specific control measures that raise this parts importance. 

Existence of construction equipment and numerous workers in same site and other 

vehicles in some projects increase the complexity of the construction projects and 

highlight the need of using traffic management program and controlling methods. 

Separating pedestrians and vehicles, vehicle routes, safe crossings, parking areas, 

loading and unloading vehicles, forklifts and other powered mobile plant, reversing 

vehicles, Signs and road markings, lighting, training, traffic management plans and 

safe work Method statement in construction works are topics that are mentioned by 

this part. 

Turkish Health and safety terms of using work equipment code have mentioned to this 

issue in some articles of “Moving equipment and plants “part (part3.1). Some 

recommended controlling measures are using of light in dark situations, need for 

flagman, proper braking system of equipment and emergency stop control, security 

controls. 

Table 2.29 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about traffic management in workplaces. 

Australian study about traffic management is sufficient and successful. The use of 

visual elements and comprehensive cover of related issues are some advantages of this 

code. Unfortunately, Turkish regulation contains a short part about this topic and it is 

insufficient for accurate controlling of related risks, this superficially study may lead 

to an unsuccessful approach in accordance with traffic management of workplace. 
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Table 2.29: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices 

about traffic management in workplaces. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain 

information about: 

• Using of light in dark situations. 

• Need for flagman. 

• Proper braking system of 

equipment. 

• Emergency stop control and 

security controls. 

• Some Turkish code’s problems 

are Lack of information about: 

 Separating pedestrians and 

vehicles,  

 Vehicle routes and safe 

crossings,  

 Parking areas,  

 Loading and unloading 

vehicles, 

 Forklifts and other powered 

mobile plant, 

 Reversing vehicles,  

 Signs and road markings 

 Traffic management plans.  

• Lack of of visual elements of 

Turkish code. 

• Superficially study of issues by 

Turkish code.  

• Weak classification and absence 

of table of contents of Turkish 

code. 

2.3.15. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey bout cranes 

Crane-related fatalities are substantial, representing more than 8% of all construction 

fatalities investigated by OSHA, and most if not all are preventable. Most of the 

fatalities studied appear to be due to carelessness or inattention, such as working too 

close to energized power lines, improper rigging, or lifting loads that exceeded the 

weight capacities of cranes. However, it is not known to what extent “carelessness or 

inattention” resulted from management pressures to get jobs done quickly or the lack 

of quality training for workers, supervisors, and “competent persons.” For the 119 

victim occupations identified, only 12 were crane operators, leaving 107 victims (90%) 

who were riggers, laborers, ironworkers, carpenters, etc. Based on this fact, it appears 

to the writers that there is a systemic problem in the construction industry: lack of 

training of those who are often required to work in and around crane lifting operations 

(Beavers, et al., 2006). 

.Draft form of Australian Crane code of practices has not finalized yet but it has been 

approved by Safe Work Australia Members and is ready for approval by the Select 
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Council on Workplace Relations (Ministerial Council). Similar part for this issue has 

been mentioned in “Regulation Load lifting equipment “(part 3.2) and  part three of 

the second enclosure of Turkish Health and safety terms of using Work equipment and 

machinery regulation (Table 2.30). 

Table 2.30: Available codes of practices about cranes in Australia and Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Cranes (Draft) 

 Health and safety terms of using Work 

Equipment code. ( İŞ EKİPMANLARININ 

KULLANIMINDA SAĞLIK VE 

GÜVENLİK ŞARTLARI 

YÖNETMELİĞİ.Resmi Gazete: 

25.04.2013, Sayı:28628 )-(part 3.2 - part 3 

of enclosure)  

Crane is one of the impartible tools of any construction project. Beside of its numerous 

benefits it is one of the serious cause of injuries in construction industry. Providing a 

safe working environment for crane operators and other workers is the main target of 

related codes of practices. 

Since the format of all Australian codes of practices are the same, crane code starts 

with introduction part that gives information about meaning of crane and duty holder, 

Second part is about the risk management process and the items which are identifying 

hazards, assessing the risks, controlling the risks and Maintaining and reviewing 

control measures. 

Third part titled as “Before using a crane “and is about planning of work, selecting a 

crane, hiring a crane, registering a crane, training, installing, falling object, safety and 

security tasks and emergency plan. 

Forth part is about using a crane which is one of the most important parts of this code. 

This part contains comprehensive information about prevention and controlling of the 

operating risks and steps about using crane. Some main mentioned topics are high risk 

work licenses, documentation and markings, crane operating personnel, setting up the 

crane, working near electric lines, crane stability, documented lifting procedures, 

minimizing risk when lifting loads, lifting materials, lifting people, communication, 

minimizing the risk of falling from a height, operator position and noise. 
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Inspection is a vital element to reduce the risk factors and is a monitoring tool in every 

task.The importance of this issue is cleea to everyone. Thus using a crane is not an 

exception. Fifth part focus on inspection, maintaining, repairing and dismantling. 

Like other equipment’s and machinery, there are various types of crane for different 

purpose of use. Sixth part is the final part and relates to controlling risks of specific 

crane operations. Mobile cranes, vehicle-loading cranes, multiple crane lifts, single 

crane multiple winch lifts, vessel-mounted cranes, tower crane and bridge and gantry 

cranes are some types whish have been studied in this part. 

Unlike the Australian code of practice about crane, Turkish code contains only general 

precautions about using cranes, this general information are not enough to controlling 

related risks and a deeper study is required to promote this code. Lack of information 

about serious hazards and important risk in relation to crane of Turkish code is 

reported. Turkish codes of practice do not contain information about selecting and 

hiring cranes, planning of work, working near electric lines and different types of 

cranes. In addition, weak classification and absence of table of contents are other 

problems of this code that is seen in other Turkish codes of practices too. 

Table 2.31 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about cranes. In this comparative table, it is tried to 

mention to all advantages and disadvantages of both codes of practices of countries. 

Table 2.31: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

cranes. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Both countries codes contain information 

about: 

• Installing, erecting, and climbing in proper 

and stabile way. 

• Specifying the maximum load capacity of 

cranes. 

• Minimising the risk of falling from a height. 

• Operator position. 

• Public safety and site security. 

• Inspecting and testing a Crane. 

• Lifting people. 

• Lifting rotating loads. 

• Training and informing. 

• Some Turkish code’s problems are Lack of 

information about: 

 Planning of work. 

 Selecting and hiring a Crane. 

 Working near electric lines 

 Controlling the risks of various types of 

Cranes. 

• Weak classification and absence of table of 

contents of Turkish code. 
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2.3.16. Comparison of occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey about welding processes 

Welding process is an inseparable task in most of industries specially construction 

industry, therefore Controlling and managing the risk of welding processes in 

important and essential. 

Table 2.32 shows the available codes of practices about welding processes. Australia 

has a welding processes code of practice whereas Turkey has not any code of practices 

about this issue.  

Table 2.32: Available codes of practices about welding processes in Australia and 

Turkey. 

Australia Turkey 

 Welding Processes Code of Practice. (ISBN 978-0-

642-78538-1) 

- 

Australian welding processes code of practice studies this issue in five parts and gives 

a wide view about the hazards and controlling measures about related risks. By 

following the standard format of Australians codes welding processes code of practice 

starts with introduction and the risk management parts as first two parts. The 

introduction part is consist of welding meaning and related health and safety duties. In 

second part, this code provides guidance on managing the risks of welding processes 

by identifying the hazards, assessing the risks associated with these hazards, 

implementing control measures and reviewing them. Third part is related to different 

hazard types about welding, hazard studies and controlling measures of this part are 

about airborne contaminant, radiation, electrical hazards, fire and explosion, burns and 

exposure to heat, compressed and liquefied gases, noise, lead and other hazards of 

welding processes in accordance with confined spaces, Falls and manual tasks. Forth 

part is about welding equipment and some recommendations about them, 

recommendation part addresses some standards and other source with related issues. 

The code is finished by health monitoring part that is one of the primary duties of 

employer according to Work Health and Safety Act of Australia. 

Although welding is one of the common construction tasks, unfortunately Turkish 

regulation has not mentioned to this important issue. 
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Table 2.33 demonstrates the summary of comparison between Australian and Turkish 

available codes of practices about welding processes. 

Table 2.33: Comparison of Australian and Turkish available codes of practices about 

welding processes. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Australia code covers following issues: 

• Guidance on managing the risks of welding 

processes (identifying the hazards, assessing the, 

implementing control measures and reviewing 

them) 

• Different hazard types about welding. 

• Controlling measures of this part are about: 

• Airborne contaminant 

• Radiation 

• Electrical hazards 

• Fire and explosion 

• Burns and exposure to heat  

• Compressed and liquefied gases 

• Lead and other hazards of welding processes in 

accordance with confined spaces 

• Falls and manual tasks in welding works. 

• Welding equipment 

• Turkish OHS legislation do not contain any 

information about this issue. (Or too less to 

mention) 

2.3.17. Miscellaneous occupational health and safety codes of Australia and 

Turkey 

There are some Turkish codes which have not similar Australian codes of practices 

but they have been mentioned in regulation or laws.  

Turkey has a code about cessation of work at workplace while Australian legislation 

studies about this issue in WHS law. 

Turkish code after defining some general terms and words contains some parts about 

committee establishment, related duties and decisions. Ceasing and suspending 

decision and implementation about unsafe work is the next items in this code and the 

process of them are studied. Abolishment about ceasing decision, treatment in 

emergency cases, fulfilment of court order and payments of workers during work 

cessation are other mentioned topics in Turkish code. 

Cessation of workplaces is mentioned in division 6 of part tree under the title of “Right 

to cease or direct cessation of unsafe work” in Australia WHS law. 
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3. COMPARISON OF TURKISH AND AUSTRALIAN LEGISLATION FROM 

THE VIEW OF HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 

COMPONENTS  

3.1. Health and Safety Management Principles 

Some agencies, national and international organizations and trade associations 

involved in construction have developed recommendations or requirements for 

management practices designed to reduce hazards and protect the safety and health of 

construction workers. 

These requirements are: 

• Safety and Health Programs/Plans 

• Safety and Health Responsibilities 

• Employee Involvement 

• Fitness for Duty 

• Hazard Analysis 

• Hazard Prevention and Control 

• Inspections 

• Emergency Response Plans 

• First-Aid/Medical Requirements 

• Accident Investigation, Reporting, and Analysis 

• Training/Safety Meetings 

• Joint Safety and Health Committees 

• Contractor/Subcontractor Relationship (Gurcanli & Mungen, 2004). 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Turkish and Australian legislations from the View of 

health and safety management practices components. 

 Program Elements Specifically Mentioned 

Australian 

Model Work 

Health and 

Safety 

Legislation 

Turkish 6331 

Occupational 

health and 

safety law and 

related 

regulations 

1 Safety and Health Programs/Plans √ √ 

2 Safety and Health Responsibilities and accountability √ √ 

3 Employee Involvement √ √ 

4 Fitness for Duty √ √ 

5 Hazard Analysis and risk assessment  √ √ 

6 Hazard Prevention and Control √ √ 

7 Inspections √ √ 

8 Emergency Response Plans √ √ 

9 First-Aid/Medical Requirements √ √ 

 

10 
Accident Investigation, Reporting, and Analysis √ √ 

11 Training/Safety Meetings √ √ 

12 Joint Safety and Health Committees √ √ 

13 Contractor/Subcontractor Relationship √ √ 

3.2. Comparison of Health and Safety Management Implementation in Australia 

and Turkey 

In this part the comparison of Australian and Turkish regulations and codes of 

practices base on existence of mentioned required principles are done. Table 3.1 

demonstrates the comparison of Turkish and Australian legislations from the view of 

health and Safety Management Practices components. 

1. Safety and health programs and plans: 

Health and safety plan is a useful and necessary tool to ensuring the managing of the 

risks. 
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Regulation 309 of (Australian WHS regulation) about WHS management plan 

preparation highlights that the principal contractor for a construction project must 

prepare a written WHS management plan for the workplace before work on the project 

commences (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Turkish law emphasize this issue in ninth part of forth article of occupational health 

and safety in construction work code. 

2. Safety and Health Responsibilities and accountability: 

The importance of accountability and responsibilities roles in health and safety 

management processes and the impact of hierarchical implementation of this issue at 

workplaces on making decisions is obvious for everyone. 

 Both Australian and Turkish OHS laws have mentioned to this object in duty and 

other parts. Additionally these laws have pointed that all persons must take care of 

their acts and their own health and safety at workplaces. 

Part a and b of section 28 and 29 of Australian WHS Act highlight that workers or 

other persons at a workplace (whether or not the person has another duty under the 

Act) must take reasonable care for their own health and safety and their acts or 

omissions do not adversely affect the health and safety of other person workers should 

take reasonable care that his or her acts or omissions do not adversely affect the health 

and safety of other persons. 

Article 19 of Turkish OHS law obliged workers to take care as far as possible of his 

own safety and health and that of other persons affected by his acts or commissions at 

work in accordance with his training and the instructions related to occupational health 

and safety. 

3. Employee Involvement: 

The impact of worker participation on managing health and safety have been studies 

by too many researches and requirement. Using this process have been mentioned by 

different occupational health and safety regulations. Since workers and their 

representatives at workplaces may have more accurate information about the process 

of their jobs and risks than their employers or managers, the employee involvement is 

required. 
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Section 75, 47 and 48 of Australian OHS law are about Health and safety committees, 

duty to consult workers and Nature of consultation respectively and highlight the 

consideration of Australian law related to this important factor. 

Turkish law have also mentioned to this issue in article 22 of third section by setting 

up an occupational health and safety committee in enterprises. Additionally article 18 

of this law under the title of “consultation with and participation to worker” obliges 

employer to consult with worker or representatives.  

4. Fitness for duty: 

This issue means performing tasks by suitable persons; this suitability must be 

physically, mentally and emotionally. Fitness to duty has a major impact on health and 

safety related risks and productivity factor. 

About this issue, article 4 (part d) of Turkish OHS law obliges employer to take into 

consideration the worker's capabilities as regards health and safety where he entrusts 

tasks to a worker (Ministry of Labor and social Security of Turkey, 2012).  

According to section 19 of Australian law, employer must ensure that health and safety 

of other persons is not put at risk from work carried out as part of the conduct of the 

business or undertaking (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

5. Hazard Analysis and risk assessment: 

Identifying hazards in the workplace involves finding things and situations that could 

potentially cause harm to people. Hazards generally arise from the following aspects 

of work and their interaction:  

 Physical work environment. 

 Equipment, materials and substances used. 

 Work tasks and how they are performed. 

 Work design and management. 

A risk assessment involves considering what could happen if someone is exposed to a 

hazard and the likelihood of it happening. A risk assessment can help you determine: 

 How severe a risk is.  

 Whether any existing control measures are effective. 
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 What action you should take to control the risk. 

 How urgently the action needs to be taken (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Article 10 of Turkish OHS law is about Risk assessment, control, measurement and 

research. According to this article, employers are obliged to make a risk assessment or 

get one carried out.  

Section 17 and 18 of Australian WHS law is about risk assessment and related 

explanatory issues. 

Both countries not only contains some parts about hazard analysis and risk assessment 

in their OHS laws but also have a separated and specific code about risk management. 

6. Hazard Prevention and Control: 

After recognition of hazards and potential hazards, the next step is consideration of 

hazard prevention and control procedures. Ranking the control measures from the 

highest level of protection to the lowest, it is known as the hierarchy of control, and 

provide a systematic tool to determine the most effective practicable method to 

diminish the risk associated with a hazard. Section 18 of Australian WHS Act and 

Australian codes of practices which contain a specific part named risk management 

process mentioned to this important principle. Besides section 84 of Australian WHS 

Act is about the right of worker to cease unsafe work. According to to this section a 

worker may cease or refuse to carry out work if the worker has a reasonable concern 

that to carry out the work would expose the worker to a serious risk to the worker's 

health or safety, emanating from an immediate or imminent exposure to a hazard.  

In Turkish occupational health and safety law No.6331 (article 25) under the title of 

“Cease of operation” it is written that in case of any situation found dangerous to 

workers’ life in the premises, working methods or equipment, operations shall be 

stopped in the premises or any part of it, taking into account the nature of the hazard 

and the part of the premises and the workers to be affected by the hazard, until such 

hazard is eliminated. 

7. Inspections: 

Workplace inspection is an essential component of monitoring and maintenance that 

have been mentioned by laws and regulations. The impact of inspection in identifying 

existing hazards is clear and it leads to taking proper corrective action and finally 
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prevention of injuries and illnesses. Different kinds of inspections and audits may be 

implemented about the construction projects .the external periodic inspection should 

be done by the authorized inspectors of regulator. This kind of inspections mentioned 

by both Australian WHS and Turkish OHS laws in part nine and  four respectively. 

The other type of inspections is internal inspections which are mentioned in Australian 

and Turkish various codes with their frequency. Inspection of work equipment, 

personal protective equipment, scaffolds, formwork and falsework, about construction 

works and so on are some kinds of these inspections. 

8. Emergency Response Plans: 

An emergency plan is a written set of instructions that outlines what workers and others 

at workplace should do in an emergency. The types of emergencies to plan for may 

include fire, explosion, medical emergency, rescues, incidents with hazardous 

chemicals, bomb threats, armed confrontations and natural disasters (Safe Work 

Australia, 2012). 

In Australian first aid in the workplace code of practice (regulation 43) it is written 

that, “a person conducting a business or undertaking must ensure that an emergency 

plan is prepared for the workplace that provides procedures to respond effectively in 

an emergency.” 

Turkish occupational health and safety law also has been mentioned to this issue 

(article 11) under the title of “Emergency plans, fire-fighting and first aid” in the 

second section of it. 

9. First-Aid/Medical Requirements: 

Providing immediate and effective first aid to workers or others who have been injured 

or become ill at the workplace may reduce the severity of the injury or illness and 

promote recovery. In some cases, it could mean the difference between life and death 

(Work Safe Australia, 2012). 

According to regulation 42 of WHS Regulation, employer at a workplace must ensure: 

 the provision of first aid equipment for the workplace; and 

 that each worker at the workplace has access to the equipment; and 

 Access to facilities for the administration of first aid (Safe Work Australia, 

2011). 
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Part c and d of article 11 of Turkish OHS Law obliges the employer provide first aid 

services. 

10. Accident Investigation, Reporting, and Analysis: 

The importance of accident reporting, investigation and analysis of reports is clear for 

all organization that lead to having centralized accident information, better accident 

tracking performance, encourages initiative in preventing a recurrence of the incident, 

providing data that allows forward planning for prevention. Turkish law in the 

employer duties section and “Recording and Notification of Occupational Accidents 

and Diseases” part (article 14) have mentioned to this issue and the prescribe time for 

reporting the accidents to Social Security institution is three days. Australian Law has 

a separated part for incident notification (part 3) which gives more detailed and 

comprehensive information than Turkish law. 

11. Training/Safety meetings: 

Training is a vital element of health and safety programs. In (Paragraph “f “of third 

part) eighteenth section of Australian law, which is about primary duty of care, it is 

mentioned that employer must ensure the provision of any information, training, 

instruction or supervision that is necessary to protect all persons from risks to their 

health and safety arising from work carried out as part of the conduct of the business 

or undertaking and also on the other are some information (Safe Work Australia, 

2011). Additionally regulation 316 of WHS Regulation of Australia is about duty of 

employer to provide general construction induction training. 

In seventeenth article of Turkish law, which is about training of workers, it is 

mentioned that the employer shall ensure that each worker receives safety and health 

training.  

12. Safety and Health Committees: 

Health and safety committee is a best choice for meeting management and workers to 

debate on workplace health and safety matters. It is a joint form of practical knowledge 

of workers and overview of management about workplace. According to the section 

75 (of forth division) of Australian WHS Act  under the Consultation, representation 

and participation part the establishment of health and safety committee is an obligation 

for employer to do within 2 months after being requested by health and safety 

representative. Based on article 22 of Turkish OHS law the employer shall set up an 
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occupational health and safety committee in enterprises where a minimum of fifty 

employees are employed and permanent work is performed for more than six months 

(Ministry of Labor and social Security of Turkey, 2012). 

13.  Contractor/Subcontractor relationship: 

To ensure overall project safety, the trend in recent years has been toward greater prime 

contractor responsibility for subcontractor performance in this area. The justification 

for this trend is that on the multi-employer project typical of construction work, it is 

important that all employers on the site uniformly and consistently emphasize safety 

and that the same safety and health policies and procedures be enforced across the site 

(Gurcanli & Mungen, 2004). 

Both studding laws have mentioned about this issue. In Turkish OHS law (article 23) 

under the title of “Coordination of Occupational Health and Safety Services” is written 

that where there is more than one employer in the same work environment, the 

employers shall cooperate in the implementation of measures related to occupational 

health and safety and occupational hygiene. The employers shall work in cooperation 

to prevent occupational risks and offer protection against such risks and inform each 

other and workers' representatives on these risks (Ministry of Labor and social Security 

of Turkey, 2012). 

Australian law have addressed this issue in section 46 that is about duty to consult with 

other duty holders. This section highlights that if more than one person has a duty in 

relation to the same matter under this Act, each person with the duty must consult, co-

operate and co-ordinate activities with all other persons who have a duty in relation to 

the same matter (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

3.3. Conclusion 

Various researches and studies have investigated some main principles which have a 

deep effect on the reduction of injuries and fatalities in construction industry. 

Determining this principles and studying the effectiveness and relation of them are 

complex and have been studied by different mathematical models and methods. 

According to a study about construction safety risk mitigation which describes the 

results of a recent study designed to determine the relative effectiveness of safety 

program elements by quantifying their individual ability to mitigate construction 
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safety and health risks, the analysis indicated that the safety program elements existed 

in four levels of effectiveness. The first-tier safety program elements are upper 

management support and commitment and subcontractor selection and management. 

The second-tier elements are employee involvement in safety management and 

planning, job hazard analysis, training and regular safety meetings, frequent worksite 

inspections, and a site-specific safety manager. The third-tier elements are substance 

abuse programs, safety and health committees, safety and health orientation, and a 

written safety plan. Finally, the fourth-tier elements are record keeping and accident 

analyses and emergency response planning (Hallowell & Gambatese, 2009). 

By reviewing both laws from the view of health and safety management practices 

components which are recommended by major organizations involved in construction. 

It could be concluded that both countries contains and have mentioned to these 

important principles in their OHS legislations. Turkish OHS Law 6331 which have 

been published recently, whit the policy to solve the previous version’s problems and 

improve the OHS Law to contain European and other international standards 

requirements, is successful in this test. Australasian legislation is also satisfies all this 

requirements which are recommended. It is important to highlight that the existence of 

mentioned recommended principles do not guarantee the success of a Law but for 

reaching to the occupational health and safety goals, covering these principle by the 

law is one of  the minimum tasks to do. 
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4. COMPARISON OF RESPONSIBILITIES ACCORDING TO AUSTRALIAN 

AND TURKISH LEGISLATIONS 

Identifying and clarifying the responsibilities of duty holders is one of key issues of 

all laws and regulations. All parties of a workplace must know their duties before 

starting to work and the importance of this issue is clear for everyone. This object have 

been studied in both Australian and Turkish OHS law. Second section of Turkish law 

focuses on Responsibilities in 6 pages while the Australian OHS law contains health 

and safety duty part as section two in 21 pages and also there are some divisions in 

different parts of this law related to the duties and duty holders on specific issues. This 

different kind of studding is caused by different classification type of the laws. 

Before entering to responsibility part it’s better to highlight that Australian OHS law 

contains a short introduction section in each part before entering to main subject which 

avoid any doubt or hesitation and lead to more concentration of the readers on the 

articles. 

For instance in introduction of health and safety duties part it is mentioned that: 

 A duty cannot be transferred to another person. 

 A person can have more than 1 duty. 

 More than 1 person can have a duty with detailed information and conditions. 

This simple lines help the users to avoid any hesitations about the conditions and laws 

from the beginning and before entering to an issue. 

The other impressive feature of Australian OHS law is using some special phrases 

which have been defined at the beginning and used throughout the law, for an instance 

“Reasonably Practicable” phrase is used for ensuring health and safety by some 

controlling and other procedures. Choosing and defining of this this kind of useful 

phrases are so important and shows the intelligence of writer and preparing groups of 

the law.  
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The other eminent advantage of Australia OHS law is separation of duties by the 

parties which helps readers to find and benefited from the contents easier than the 

Turkish OHS law which is a little confusing and the separation of duty holder parties 

have not done completely. 

4.1. Employer Responsibilities According to Australian and Turkish Legislations 

Australian law studies this issue in three parts, Primary duty of care, further duties and 

the duties which have been studied in different parts. 

 The person conducting a business or undertaking (PCBU) like a sole trader (for 

example a self-employed person), each partner within a partnership, company, 

unincorporated association or government department of public authority (including a 

municipal council) are equivalent of employer in Turkish OHS law. 

The similar and different parts of employer’s duty section of both laws are mentioned 

in this part of study.  

About the similarities duties of employer we can point to ensuring the heath of 

workers, provision and maintenance of riskless environment, safe plant and structures 

and safe system of work, management of risks, provision of adequate facilities for 

welfare for workers while doing their job, provision of any necessary information, 

training, instruction supervision for workers to protect from job relates risks, 

monitoring the health of workers and the conditions at the workplace for preventing 

job related  illness or injuries. 

The major cause of difference between the laws is about the classification type of them. 

Australian OHS law system follows hierarchical method and contains different stages 

and layers of laws which are acts, regulations and codes of practices. In Australian 

OHS law detailed information has been shifted to the codes of practices (as an instance 

general duties of employer about risk management has been mentioned in OHS law 

while more details about the process like identifying hazards, assessment of risks, 

controlling the risks, reviewing of controls and keeping the records about various 

subjects cloud be found in related codes of practices) but in Turkish law various issues 

have been gathered in an article and some detailed information about duties of 

employer and the conditions which was better to be mentioned in Turkish codes of 

practices have been studied.  
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Detailed articles about Occupational health and safety services, risk assessment, 

control, measurement and research, recording and notification of occupational 

accidents and diseases, health surveillance, training of workers and consultation with 

worker are some different parts of Turkish law which have been caused by mentioned 

reason in previous paragraph. 

Some other differences of the duty parts of employer related to different obligations of 

countries about duties. For example although Australian law have been mentioned to 

duty of employer about monitoring the health of workers and the conditions at the 

workplace for preventing job related illness or injuries like periodic health check-ups 

(like providing hearing tests for workers exposed to high noise levels, providing blood 

tests for workers exposed to lead and monitoring fatigue levels of transport and other 

workers and so on.), the obligation of engaging medical practitioner have not been 

mentioned and only pointed to health monitoring under supervision of registered and 

experienced medical practitioner. In Turkish OHS Law engagement of medical 

practitioner by employer is compulsory (with exception of some cases) but the 

Australian law persuade the employer by regulating high penalties in case of failing 

duties. 

The other important duties which Australian law have been noticed when employer 

have additional duties if they: (Safe Work Australia, 2011) 

• Manage or control workplaces or fixtures, fittings or plant at workplaces, 

• Design, manufacture, import or supply plant, substances or structures for 

workplaces, or install, construct or commission plant or structures for 

workplaces. 

This duties are known as upstream duties of employer and more detailed types of them 

could be found in codes of practices of Australia. 

The Australian OHS law have mentioned to some duties of employer in different parts 

because of its classification approach like duty to notify incidents, duty to consult with 

other duty holders, duty about health and safety committee and so on.  

The duties of employer about covering issues are similar but different classification 

method of the laws leads to some differences. 
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4.2. Employee Responsibilities According to Australian and Turkish Legislations 

Duty of workers an Australia OHS law consist of 4 issues which are taking responsible 

care of his own health and safety and his acts or omissions to not adversely affect the 

health and safety of others, complying with any reasonable instruction given by 

employer to allow the person to comply and co-operate with any reasonable policy or 

procedure of employer relating to health or safety that has been notified to worker.  

Duty of workers in Turkish OHS law is totally the same with Australian one. The 

Turkish OHS law contains some terms about worker duties overlapping with main 

regulated articles like correct use of machinery, tools and correct use of personal 

protective equipment which are related to the duty to taking care and complying with 

instructions. 

Table 4.1: Employee responsibilities according to Australian and Turkish 

legislations 

Australian Turkish 

• Taking responsible care of his own 

health and safety and his acts or 

omissions to not adversely affect the 

health and safety of others. 

• Complying with any reasonable 

instruction given by employer. 

• Comply and co-operate with any 

reasonable policy or procedure of 

employer. 

• Taking responsible care of his own 

health and safety and his acts or 

omissions to not adversely affect the 

health and safety of others. 

• Complying with any reasonable 

instruction given by employer. 

• Comply and co-operate with any 

reasonable policy or procedure of 

employer. 

• Correct use of machinery, tools and 

correct use of PPE. 

In Australian legislation some duties have been identified for officers and other 

persons at workplace. An officer is a senior executive who makes or participates in 

making decisions that affect the whole or a part of a business or undertaking. Officers 

have a duty to continuously ensure that the business or undertaking complies with 

relevant duties and obligations. Duties of officer are (Safe Work Australia, 2011): 

 Acquiring and keeping up to date knowledge of work health and safety matters, 

 Gaining an understanding of the nature of the operations and the hazards and 

risks associated with those operations, 
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 Ensuring that the employer has available and uses appropriate resources and 

processes to enable hazards associated with the operations to be identified and 

risks eliminated or minimised, 

 Ensuring that the person conducting a business or undertaking has appropriate 

processes for receiving and considering information regarding incidents, 

hazards and risks and responding to these in a timely way,  

 Ensuring that the employer has and implements processes for complying with 

the body’s duties and obligations, and 

 Verifying all of the above 

Duty of other persons at workplace are (Safe Work Australia, 2011): 

 To take reasonable care for their own health and safety and to take reasonable 

care that their acts or omissions do not adversely affect the health and safety of 

other persons. 

 They also must comply with any reasonable instruction given by the person 

conducting the business or undertaking to allow the person to comply with the 

model WHS Bill (Safe Work Australia, 2011). 

Duties of occupational physicians and safety specialists have been mentioned in 

Turkish OHS law. The duties are (Ministry of Labour and Social Security, 2012): 

 To seek and maintain professional independence and observe the rules of ethics 

in the execution of their functions. 

 To inform the employer in writing of the main occupational health and safety 

measures required to be taken in the undertaking or enterprise. 

 To notify the Ministry if employer fails to implement any of these measures 

against life-threatening hazards. 

Accountable to the employer for neglect of duty in the execution of their offices 

(Ministry of Labour and Social Security, 2012). 

Turkish OHS Law (No.6331) mentions to some responsibilities of occupational 

physicians and safety specialists which are: 
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• To seek and maintain professional independence and observe the rules of ethics 

in the execution of their functions. 

• To inform the employer in writing of the main OHS measures required to be taken 

in the enterprise. 

• To notify the Ministry if employer fails (to implement any of these measures 

against life-threatening hazards.) 

• Accountable to the employer for neglect of duty in the execution of their offices. 

4.3. Third Party’s Responsibilities According to Australian and Turkish 

Legislations. 

Although there are some various services about health and safety which may provide 

by ministries and governmental agencies in Turkish OHS law, as a duty there is a short 

part about Governmental responsibilities in this law which is related to responsibility 

of Turkish Ministry of Labour and social security about: 

 Issuing a circular on assigning a hazard class to enterprises. (Article 9 of 

Turkish OHS Law No.6331). 

 Providing support to enterprises to carry out occupational health and safety 

services if :(Article 7 of Turkish OHS Law No.6331) 

1. Enterprises employing fewer than ten workers (except for public bodies 

and organizations) and are classified as 'very hazardous' and 

'hazardous'. 

2. Enterprises employing fewer than ten workers and classified as 'less 

hazardous'. (Ministry may provide subsidies to these Enterprises) 

 Determining the amount of remuneration to be paid by the Social Security 

Institution of Turkey to cover occupational health and safety services. 

The Australian OHS law hasn’t identified any specific governmental responsibilities 

in duty part but some functions of regulator are mentioned in The Regulator part (part 

eight) of WHS Law. 

The regulator has the following functions: 

 To advise and make recommendations to the Minister and report on the 

operation and effectiveness of this Act. 

 To monitor and enforce compliance with this Act. 
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 To provide advice and information on work health and safety to duty holders 

under this Act and to the community. 

 To collect, analyze and publish statistics relating to work health and safety. 

 To foster a co-operative, consultative relationship between duty holders and 

the persons to whom they owe duties and their representatives in relation to 

work health and safety matters. 

 To promote and support education and training on matters relating to work 

health and safety. 

 To engage in, promote and co-ordinate the sharing of information to achieve 

the object of this Act, including the sharing of information with a 

corresponding regulator. 

 To conduct and defend proceedings under this Act before a court or tribunal. 
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5. COMPARISON OF INSPECTION ACCORDING TO AUSTRALIAN AND 

TURKISH LEGISLATIONS 

Inspection is one of the important and essential part of any OHS Law. Some basic 

reasons of inspection are: 

1. For checking specific conditions (equipment, building, fixture or others.) and 

performance about related standards. 

2. To monitor the performance about related OHS Law’s policy, obligation, rules 

and requirements.  

3. Identifying hazards of workplace. 

Totally there are two kinds of inspection. Internal inspection are done by the enterprise 

supervisors, managers and responsible. External inspection is a kind of inspection 

which is done by an inspector from outside. These inspectors should be authorised by 

the related organization or regulator. Usually the periods of the internal inspection is 

shorter than external inspections.  

About the external inspection part nine of Australian OHS law which is named 

“Securing compliance” focuses on inspection issue. This part consists of six divisions 

about the inspection and related issues which are (Safe Work Australia, 2011): 

1. Appointment of inspectors 

 According to section 156, the inspector is a member of the staff of the 

regulator or a person who is appointed as an inspector under a 

corresponding WHS law of a State or a person in a prescribed class of 

persons. 

 Section 157 highlights that the regulator must give each inspector an 

identity card and the inspector must produce his or her identity card for 

inspection on request when exercising compliance powers. 

2. Functions and powers of inspectors. 
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 According to section 160 and 165 of Australian WHS Act, an inspector has following 

functions and powers: 

 Requiring compliance with the model WHS Act through the issuing of 

notices. 

 Assisting with or determining particular disputes that may arise under the 

model WHS Act (e.g. in relation to work groups or Health and Safety 

Representatives). 

 Reviewing disputed Provisional Improvement Notices. 

 Investigating contraventions of the model WHS Act. 

 Assisting in the prosecution of offences. 

 An inspector who enters a workplace may do all or any of the following: 

a. Inspect, examine ( anything including documents) and make 

inquiries at the workplace; 

b. Bring to the workplace and use any equipment or materials that 

may be required. 

c. Take measurements, conduct tests and make sketches or 

recordings (including photographs, films, audio, video, digital or 

other recordings); 

d. Take and remove for analysis a sample of any substance or thing 

without paying for it. 

e. Require a person at the workplace to give the inspector 

reasonable help to exercise the inspector's powers. 

f. Exercise any compliance power or other power that is reasonably 

necessary to be exercised by the inspector for the purposes of this 

Act. 

 According to the articles 174 to 177, inspectors have powers about 

obtaining and retaining documents that are relevant to the exercise of 

their powers, seizing anything the inspector reasonably believes is 

evidence of an offence against the model WHS Act, taking and removing 
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for examination, analysis or testing a sample of any substance or thing, 

seizing dangerous workplaces and things, and other related matters. 

3. Powers relating to entry 

According to section 163 of WHS Act, 

 An inspector may at any time enter a place that is a workplace (with or 

without the consent of the person with management or control of the 

workplace). 

 An inspector may enter any place if the entry is authorised by a search 

warrant. 

 An inspector cannot enter to a place that is used only for residential 

purposes except with the consent of the person with management or 

control of the place or under the authority conferred by a search warrant 

or for the purpose only of gaining access to a suspected workplace. 

 An inspector can be called to assist in resolving any disputes concerning 

right of entry by WHS entery permit holders. 

About notification of entry (section 164 of WHS Act), 

 An inspector may enter a place without prior notice to any person. 

 An inspector must take all reasonable steps to notify the employer, 

managers and workers representative about the entry and the purpose of 

the entry as soon as practicable after entry to a workplace However, an 

inspector is not required to notify any person if to do so would defeat the 

purpose for which the place was entered or cause unreasonable delay. 

4. Damage and compensation 

 In the exercise of a compliance power, an inspector must take all 

reasonable steps to ensure that the inspector cause as little detriment and 

damage as is practicable. 

 The inspector must give written notice of the damage to the person in 

control of the thing. 
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 A person may claim compensation from the State if the person incurs 

loss or expense because of the exercise or purported exercise of a powers 

of inspection. 

5. Other matters 

 An inspector may require a person to provide the person's name and 

residential address. 

 An inspector may attend and has authority to examine witnesses at any 

inquest into the cause of death of a worker while carrying out work. 

6. Offences in relation to inspectors 

 A person must not intentionally hinder or obstruct an inspector in 

exercising his compliance powers, or induce or attempt to induce any 

other person to do so. 

 A person who is not an inspector must not, in any way, hold himself or 

herself out to be an inspector. 

 A person must not directly or indirectly assault, threaten or intimidate 

an inspector or a person assisting an inspector or try to do so. 

According to Australian WHS Law some persons other than inspectors could enter to 

the workplace for inquiring or consulting.  Australian WHS Law has a specific part 

about workplace entry by WHS entry permit (Part seven). Australian law included a 

right for union officials who hold appropriate permits to enter a workplace to inquire 

into a suspected contravention or consult or advice workers and inspect employee 

records or information. 

A WHS entry permit holder must (Safe Work Australia, 2011): 

 Be an official of the employee representative body (an office holder or an 

employee). 

 Have satisfactorily completed prescribed WHS training. 

 Hold, or will hold, a Fair Work Act 2009 entry permit. 

The employee representative body must apply for a WHS entry permit for their 

officials. 
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The WHS Entry permit holder do not have enforcement powers and ability to cause 

work to cease.  

Turkish law have studied inspection under the forth section titles as “Inspection and 

Administrative Sanctions “. According to article 24 of Turkish OHS law, inspection is 

carried out by the labour inspectors of the Ministry of Labour and Social Security 

authorized to carry out occupational health and safety inspections. 

The Ministry of Labour and social security has the authority to carry out occupational 

health and safety measurements, examinations and investigations, to take samples for 

this purpose and to control and inspect training institutions and joint health and safety 

units. The authorized personnel in this respect are obliged to avoid interrupting the 

work as much as possible and to keep professional secrets of the employer and the 

workplace and what he/she sees and learns confidential. The procedures and principles 

of such control and inspection are regulated by the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Security. (Ministry of Labour and Social Security, 2012) 

Based on part 2 of article 25 of Turkish OHS Law, inspector have the power to cease 

the work when: 

 In case of any situation found dangerous to workers’ life in the premises, 

working methods or equipment, operations shall be stopped in the premises or 

any part of it, taking into account the nature of the hazard and the part of the 

premises and the workers to be affected by the hazard, until such hazard is 

eliminated. 

 In case of a lack of risk assessment at the workplaces classified as very 

hazardous, mining, metal and construction workplaces, workplaces where 

hazardous chemicals are used and the workplaces where serious industrial 

accidents may take place. 

This general information is about inspectors in Turkish OHS law and other parts of 

this section is about Administrative sanctions related to cease of operation and 

administrative fines and enforcement. 

Internal inspections are mentioned in different codes of practices of both countries 

when needed. For instance the frequency and standards of construction equipment 
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inspection, scaffolds, formwork and falsework, personal protective equipment, 

inspection about hazards and so on are mentioned in related codes. 

Table 5.1: Comparison of inspection according to Australian and Turkish 

legislations. 

Australian legislation Turkish legislation 

• appointment of inspectors 

 The inspector is a member of the staff of the regulator. 

 The regulator must give each inspector an ID card. 

• Functions and powers of inspectors 

 Requiring compliance with the model WHS Act. 

 Assisting with particular disputes that may arise under 
the model WHS Act. 

 Reviewing disputed Provisional Improvement 

Notices. 

 Investigating contraventions of the model WHS Act. 

 Inspect, examine and make inquiries. 

 Use any equipment or materials. 

 Take measurements, conduct tests and make sketches 

or recordings. 

 Take and remove for analysis a sample of any 
substance or thing without paying for it. 

 Require a person at the workplace to give the inspector 

reasonable help. 

 Obtaining and retaining documents that are relevant to 

the exercise of their powers seizing anything that is 

evidence of an offence. 

• Powers relating to entry and notification of entry 

• Damage and compensation 

 An inspector must ensure that the inspector cause as 

little damage as is practicable.  

 The inspector must give written notice of the damage 
to the person in control of the thing.  

 Person may claim compensation if the person incurs 

loss or expense because of the exercise of a powers of 
inspection. 

• Offences in relation to inspectors 

 A person must not intentionally hinder or obstruct an 

inspector in exercising his compliance Powers. 

 A person who is not an inspector must not hold 

himself out to be an inspector. 

 A person must not directly or indirectly assault or 

threaten an inspector. 

• Inspection is carried out by the labor inspectors of the 

Ministry of Labour and Social Security. 

• Inspectors have power to cease the work: 

 In case of any situation found dangerous to workers’ 

life, operations shall be stopped until hazards are 

eliminated. 

 In case of a lack of risk assessment at the workplaces 

classified as very hazardous where serious industrial 

accidents may take place. 

Disadvantages: 

• Turkish law only addressed to two roles of inspection 

which are cease and the authority of inspectors.  

• Lack of information and inadequate focus on issues 

about:  

• Powers of inspector. 

• Entry permits. 

• Reason of inspection. 

• Offences in relation to inspectors. 

• Damage and compensation during inspection. 

• Weak classification. 

Australian OHS law have studied inspection part deeply and its effort for covering the 

all aspects of this issue is admirable. Too many details which could be related to this 

issue from the entry to quit of workplace, treatment with inspector, powers of 
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inspector, other WHS entry permit holders and so on are mentioned by Australian 

comprehensive WHS law.  

Turkish law only addressed two roles of inspection which are cease and the authority 

of inspectors without supplying any information about the powers, entry permits, 

reason of inspection, offences in relation to inspectors, damage and compensation 

during inspection and so on. According to mentioned reasons the inspection part of 

Turkish OHS is one of the weakest parts of it. Lack of detailed information, inadequate 

focus on issues and weak classification are some other disadvantages of this part. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

According to Table 1.2 Total employment of Turkey is approximately two times more 

than Australia while table 1.3 shows that the total employment of Turkey and Australia 

in construction industry only defers 20 % and the approximate proportion of the 

construction from the annual GDP in last decade for Australia and Turkey are 6.8% 

and 6 % respectively. This shows that the size of the construction industries are very 

close to each other. According to statistical resources and researches of this study, fatal 

incidence rate of Turkey is dramatic. According to table 1.4 average fatal incidence 

rate of Australia in construction industry from 2003 to 2008 is about 4.7 which is two 

times more than the average of the all industries fatal rate. The same rate for Turkey 

in same period is about 33.6 which is approximately seven times more than Australia. 

The other impressive issue is fluctuating of the fatal rates of Turkey during 2003 to 

2008 which shows the instability of occupational health and safety condition of the 

country. This shows that there is a problem with the policy of OHS of country, 

supervision and inspection about OHS Legislation or other different factors. 

Decreasing occupational fatalities and injuries is very difficult and it needs a major 

changes about the OHS Legislations’ policy, cultural attempts, providing harmonized 

and training programs, investment and too many other critical factors which shows 

that Turkey has a hard way to pass. 

By simultaneous Analysing of the Figure 1.3 which is about Total employment of 

Australia and Turkey and Figure 1.2 about the GDP of same countries in same period 

it can be concluded that since the GDP growth of Australia is higher than Turkey and 

total employment of Australia is rising annually without any effects of 2007 to 2009 

global economic crisis, Thus Australia has more independent and has better economy 

condition in comparison with Turkey. 

There are huge differences between the OHS Legislation of two countries. The 

comparison are mentioned in two parts below: 

1. OHS law  
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2. OHS Regulations and codes of practices 

1. OHS law 

• In spite of having similarities between the Turkish and Australian OHS laws, 

in Australian legislation these similar parts have been studied more carefully. 

For instance, it is tried to avoid any hesitation and uncertainty by predicting all 

possible and probable conditions. In contract, Turkish articles have been 

explained the same issue superficially without giving decisive solutions. 

I believe that Turkish OHS law no.6331 could be revised.  Too many descriptive 

information could be added to the Turkish articles to explain the conditions and 

situations more clearly. In some cases articles contains only one or two items that 

is not sufficient  and some uncertainty conditions may occurred without any certain 

answer for them. 

• Australians follow a specific policy and style in preparation of their law which 

give a new vision for the users and engineers. They have paid more attention 

to the introduction and definition part, which leads to have more 

comprehensive law and avoided repetition. In addition, defining some specific 

terms in every parts before entrance to the subject results for better 

understanding and concentration on the concept for readers, which are used in 

many articles through the law. 

As a recommendation, more descriptive introduction and definition part before 

entering to the main subject of Turkish OHS law may has a huge impact on giving 

ideas before studding sections. Following this kind of policies may be helpful for 

the users to understand the articles and issues and may improve the safety culture 

of the sector. 

• Australian law mentions to some issues, which have paid less attention or 

avoided in Turkish laws. For instance, the term “discriminatory, coercive and 

misleading conduct”, “enforceable undertakings”, “review of decisions”, legal 

proceedings” are not mentioned in Turkish law. 

I believe that a general review about the sections, titles and content of Turkish OHS 

law would be helpful to solve mentioned problems. Discriminatory, coercive and 

misleading conduct is one of the most important issues that could be acted by 

employers of any sector and solving this problem may give more rights to the 
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employees and increase the enthusiasm and efficiency factor. Containing other 

issues like “enforceable undertakings”, “review of decisions”, legal proceedings” 

by the Turkish law make clarify the legal procedures at the beginning to solve 

uncertainties and problems.  

• One of the problems of Turkish law is the absence of contents table and proper 

classification. Some parts could be divide to different parts to study better. 

Lack of articles in some subjects may be the reason of this combination like 

section about Duties and authorities. One of the other classification problems 

about the Turkish OHS law, which is more obvious in “Duties, authority and 

responsibilities of the Employer and worker” (section two), is that articles are 

classified by specific subjects but because of the existence of various duty 

holders in this part (unlike its title) it would be better to be classified by duty 

holders like Australian one. 

Because of the mentioned issue the Turkish law looks messy and finding the duties 

and authorities of the duty holders are harder than Australian law. 

I suggest to change the structure and classification of Turkish OHS law. Table of 

contents is one of the compulsory parts of any document. Absence of this issue is a 

major negative point for Turkish law. It looks messy and confusing. Revising the 

classification and gathering the specific and similar subjects under a separated part will 

make the law user friendly and ease searching and finding articles or subjects.  

• In Turkish law it has been tried to mention and explain all the related issues 

about a subject in a limited region, which would be better to be mentioned to 

these issues in more related parts or articles. It means that some less important 

issues which are used in an article could be mentioned in another more related 

part. 

As it told before, more descriptive introduction and definition part before entering 

to the main subject of Turkish OHS is recommended. Since this problem may 

reduce the reader’s concentration on the subject, proper and more detailed 

definition part at first may solve this kind of problems. 

• About the inspection, which is one of the most important and  vital elements , 

Turkish OHS law only addresses two roles of inspection about power to cease 

the work. According to mentioned reasons the inspection part of Turkish OHS 
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is one of the weakest parts of it. Lack of detailed information and inadequate 

focus on issues and weak classification are some major disadvantages of this 

part. 

Since inspection is one of the most important elements to monitor the performance 

of any law, it is recommended to improve the inspection section of Turkish OHS 

law with more detailed and descriptive information and inspecting functions.  

2. Regulations and codes of practices 

The problems of regulations and codes of practice will be studied in three categories: 

a) Absence of relevant subjects in Turkish codes 

• There are some issues, which have not been mentioned in any codes of 

practices of Turkey or so less to consider. For instance, “confined space 

code of practices “and “welding processes code of practice” are not 

practiced in Turkish legislation in spite of their importance in 

construction industry.    

Although Turkish legislation do not contain some codes of practices in 

specific issues, future studdies may lead to poblishment of these codes. 

I strongly recommend a total reviewing about Turkish codes of practices 

and trying to cover the mentioned lacks about this codes.  

b) Absence of relevant subjects in Australian codes of practices 

• Despite of variety of code of practices in Australia, there are some 

issues like “health and safety signs” and “Protection against vibration 

related risks”, which are not declared, in Australian codes. Turkish 

codes of practices are more successful in mentioned subjects. 

According to performance of OHS Australia which shows Australia’s 

ranking between certain countries, although Australia has been successful 

about OHS issues, in some cases (as mentioned) there are some 

uncertainties about specific subjects which its codes have not covered them 

yet.  

I recommend to list  under-construction codes of practices of Australia in 

the list of codes in the Safe Work Australia page to solve the uncertainty 
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problems which are caused by Some codes of practices of Australia that 

have not approved yet by the Select Council on Workplace Relations 

(Ministerial Council). 

c) Existence of relevant object in both countires codes 

• In spite of having similarity between codes of practices in both 

countries codes associated with their topics, the issues are not practiced 

well enough to identify hazards and control the risk factors to satisfy 

prevention measures. For instance, Turkish codes about demolition 

work, excavation work, formwork and falsework, traffic management 

of workplace, cranes and asbestos.  

Normally the the codes of practices are the complimentary part of a 

legislation to solve the uncertainty conditions and they should be like a 

handbook for giving vision to the users and tells the reasons and the risk 

about related issues. They should be more than a law and they should 

contain technical information to guide the users. Unfortunately the 

structure and language of the Turkish codes are the same as Turkish OHS 

law. They are not prepared like a handbook and a guide for users to improve 

the safety culture. They are totally contains some obligations and 

preventions without addressing the reasons of use. Australian descriptive 

codes of practices help users to judge and to form an idea about the issues.  

I recommend to revise the Turkish codes of practices and prepare them in 

a handbook format. It could help to transfer the safety culture directly to 

the professionals or engineers and indirectly influence the employees and 

workers. I think one of the major problems of Turkish OHS law is absence 

of issues to promote the safety culture. 

One of the eminent features in preparation and written of Australian codes of practices 

is the awesome classification type of them. Australian codes of practices recommend 

the hierarchic controlling risks and the classification of codes matches with this issues. 

The classification of the codes also follows a hierarchic trend and explaining the rules 

in different levels.this step by step method helps the users to be benefit the codes easier 

and better.  
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I recommend to revise Turkish codes of practices to contain a hierarchic view about 

controlling and managing the risks. Since using a trend in engineering issues and 

controls could be very useful, the hierarchic type of codes could be more effective and 

the users could be adopted better with them. 

Some other weakness and problem are seen in all Turkish codes. One of these 

problems is the weak classification and lack of table of contents. In Turkish codes 

some subjects are studied in separated parts and are spread through the codes and in 

some cases in another codes which is confusing. The other weak side of the Turkish 

codes is avoiding to use visual elements like figures, charts and pictures which are 

very useful to ease understanding of the issues by users. The articles of Turkish codes 

are unclassified too, numerous and different types of controlling measures or other 

issues are mentioned in an article which makes the codes as a puzzle. 

As a recommendation it could better to prepare a unique platform and format for all 

Turkish codes of practices with a rich classification including table of contents, short 

guide, and introduction before entrance to each part, checklists and visual elements. 

The new version of Turkish OHS Law which is No.6331 has been published recently 

with too many new and improved features and concepts to be compatible with EU and 

international standards. Some of the new features like having more extended coverage, 

being more preventative, designation of occupational physician and safety specialists, 

medical examination of employees, educational training and informing about risks, 

engagement of employee representative, preparation emergency plans, firefighting and 

first aid, employee has right to abstain from Work and Safety report or serious accident 

prevention policy document are very helpful and major improvement of this new OHS 

law.  

According to table 6.1 which demonstrates the reviewing of Turkish and Australian 

Articles from the View of Health and Safety Management Practices Components, 

Turkey contains all the recommended principles and be successful in this test.  

 It could be a good starting point for promoting the OHS Legislation and the effects of 

this issue will be seen in future statistics of Turkey. 

 I believe existence of these principles will influence and reduce the fatal rates of 

construction industry of Turkey if they will provided with proper and continues OHS 

strategy. 
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Table 6.1: Reviewing of Turkish and Australian articles from the view of health and 

safety management practices components. 

 Program Elements Specifically Mentioned 

Australian Model Work 

Health and Safety 

Legislation 

Turkish 6331 

Occupational health 

and safety law and 

related codes 

1 Safety and Health Programs/Plans 

Regulation 309 of 

Australian WHS 

Regulation 

Article 4 of OHS in 

construction work code 

2 Safety and Health Responsibilities and accountability 
Section 28 and 29 of WHS 

Act 
Article 19 of OHS Law 

3 Employee Involvement 
Section 47,48 and 75 of 

WHS Act 

Article 18 and 22 of  

OHS Law 

4 Fitness for Duty Section 19 of WHS Act 
Article 4 (part d) of  

OHS Law 

5 Hazard Analysis and risk assessment  
Section 17 and 18 of WHS 

Act 
Article 10 of OHS Law 

6 Hazard Prevention and Control 
Section 18 and 84 of WHS 

Act 
Article 25 of OHS Law 

7 Inspections Part 9 of WHS Act Part 4 of OHS law 

8 Emergency Response Plans 
Regulation 43 of WHS 

regulation 
Article 11 of OHS Law 

9 First-Aid/Medical Requirements 
Regulation 42 of WHS 

regulation 
Part c and d of OHS Law 

10 Accident Investigation, Reporting, and Analysis Part 3 of WHS Act Article 14 of OHS law 

11 Training/Safety Meetings 

Section 18 of WHS act and 

Regulation 316 of WHS 

Regulation 

Article 17 of OHS Law 

12 Joint Safety and Health Committees Section 75 of WHS Act Article 22 of OHS Law 

13 Contractor/Subcontractor Relationship Section 46 0f WHS Act article 23 of OHS Law 

Because of the absence of secondary legislation (regulation) to connect and coordinate 

the laws and codes (as it told in Figure2.1), the execution of Turkish OHS Law in some 

cases is unclear now. Whereas proper regulating of this regulation may cover and solve 

some mentioned Turkish OHS Legislations’ problems and weaknesses. 
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